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Contributors
Lois Broome has had the privilege of
meeting many wonderful people in the
TCC Community from across the U.S
while in Albuquerque last November
when she became an accredited TCC
instructor. The class was honoured
with the presence of Justin Stone on
each day of Teacher Training week. It
was an awesome privilege for Lois to
be instructed by the originator of this
art of moving the chi. With her
newfound treasure of a teaching certificate, her butterfly wings have carried her to two communities presenting TCC classes—one with seven students and the other with 18. It was
wonderful for Lois to watch the students eagerly coming in each evening
for the chance to leave their excess
baggage behind when they left. Lois
heard nothing but positive comments.
Preparations for fall classes in four different communities are underway.
Lois has also done presentations to
conferences, clubs and schools. At her
work, people ask about TCC. Lois is
quite willing to discuss the benefits of
this wonderful gift.
Carmen Brocklehurst has long believed that T’ai Chi Chih is for
everyone. Because of this, she’s been
happy to help get the T’ai Chi Chih
textbook translated into other languages for Good Karma Publishing. To
date, there are translations in Spanish
and Italian. Soon, hopefully by the ’05
Conference, the French translation
will be ready.
Margo Carpenter is the mother of
eight children and is still on the trail of
the ever-elusive “normal life.” With a
houseful of mainly teenagers she tries
to keep her sanity by taking the occasional time off to attend T’ai Chi Chih
events (she’s been a teacher for 7
years) and by taking extreme holidays
such as walking 750 km across Spain
along the Camino de Santiago for some
“quiet time.” She plans to write a
screenplay of her Camino experiences
someday soon when she catches up to
that equally elusive “spare time.”

Sher Dano has been an accredited T’ai
Chi Chih and Seijaku instructor for
eight years. Although she has lived in
many places, the majority of her
teaching has been in Arizona, a resident of the city of Surprise for almost
five years. She has taught at community centers, senior centers, churches,
and private independent living facilities. Sher also teaches T’ai Chi Chih for
the Muhammad Ali Parkinson’s Research Center, is an accredited instructor in Tai Chi for Diabetes, T’ai
Chi for Arthritis, and T’ai Chi Kung.

Athene Mantle looks out her window
to see hawks again this year. This
year four baby hawks are in the nest.
What a squawk when the food arrives! Athene is sooo lucky.

Kathy Grassel teaches five TCC
classes a week, three at the federal jail,
two at the juvenile detention facility,
and one to teens arrested for underage
DUI. She moonlights several newsletters after work, and still finds plenty
of time for procrastination.

Dorene Krause is from Midland Park,
New Jersey. She was accredited in November 2003.

James Hecker, among other things,
rides motorcycles and plays the trombone. He is assistant manager at a motorcycle store in Albuquerque, along
with teaching and leading classes at
the T'ai Chi Chih Center. The Zen of
Motorcycle Maintenance may be
found in Jim's mechanics manuals.
Judy Hendricks enjoys doing her TCC
practice. The practice of TCC did not
come easily to her but it was well
worth the struggle. She finds more
softness in her TCC practice when she
does sitting meditation first. She finds
sitting meditation difficult but still
does it.
Leslie Keith lives on a mixed farm in
St. Paul, Alberta, Canada. Tai Chi
Chih has helped her to quit smoking
(and given her the confidence that she
will never return to smoking).
Lorraine Lepine was appointed as the
TCC Community Outreach Coordinator in September 2004. Her main
project is working on the TCC
Teacher Survey 2005.

Juana M. is an artist and an optimist.
She learned the Japanese martial art of
Shotokan from age 13. She gave it up,
but her grounding in its fundamentals
makes her a natural for T'ai Chi Chih.
Juana is exploring meditation and
wonders what to do with all her
thoughts.

Sharon Sirkis was accredited in 1997
by Ed Altman. She has recently been
working with MS patients, teaching
them a few seated TCC moves. She is
again looking forward to the sundance
this summer, the most sacred ceremony of the Native American people.
Kathy Starrick is a breast cancer survivor who credits her T’ai Chi Chih
training with enabling her to stay
calm, focused and positive throughout. Kathy became an accredited
teacher in September 2001 in New Jersey. She has resumed teaching with
renewed motivation and dedication,
and finds that it’s healing for her as
well as for her students.
Justin Stone is a jazz pianist.
Lisa Thorburn teaches at Kaiser
Permanente in Fremont, CA., and is
the www.taichichih.org webmistress.
Judy Tretheway brings TCC, chigong,
and pastoral service to men in Folsom
prison. She has a web log where she
records her experiences. A "blog" allows readers to
write comments,
which she encourages.
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By Justin Stone
oing through some old papers the other night, I came
across some articles of great
interest. Whether they were
writings of Gopi Krishna,
quotations that he had written in his
book, Higher Consciousness, or long-forgotten observations of my own, I
could not tell. What do you think of
them?
“The human brain already has in it
a potentiality to express a higher dimension of consciousness when fed
by a more potent form of bioenergy.”
(This “bioenergy” is Chi, Prana in
Sanskrit).
“Every breath that we draw, every
involuntary impulse or activity of our
body, is not caused by the atoms and
molecules of the flesh but by subtle,
intelligent forces that work unseen
around us. Every human being, every
animal, and every plant is the handiwork of an all-pervading, tireless, intelligent energy that is the architect of
all embodied life in the Cosmos. The
Universe is a vast storehouse of
amazing super-physical energies and
forces.” (While I do not say that he is
wrong, these do not fit exactly with
my observations, particularly in T’ai
Chi Chih.)
“All extraordinary manifestations
of consciousness depend mainly upon
the transformation of bioenergy (Chi
or Prana). There is also no doubt that
a new activity starts in the brain due
to the influx of a fine
biochemical essence
rising from the reproductive region
through the spinal
cord.” (Those who
practice T’ai Chi
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Notes of Interest
Chih faithfully easily feel this flow of
energy.)

that James Hecker had at Folsom
Prison.)

“The union of Shakti (the luminous
bioenergy) with the Conscious principle occurs when the stream of ambrosia floods the brain, causing great
exhilaration and rapture.” (He is referring to the rise of the kundalini force,
experienced in hatha yoga or
kundalini yoga.)

“Judged in the light of evidence
available, it is not difficult to infer that
the human mind is evolving in a direction where a new channel of perception superior to the existing senses,
and a new source of knowledge, superior to the intellect, will adorn the
consciousness of evolved human beings.” (Gopi Krishna is the author of
the book Kundalini, based on his amazing experiences described in the book.
If true, it will do away with the concept, “What’s in it for me?” It will
erase selfishness and pose a bright
hope for the future.)

“Impurity or disorientation of
Prana (Chi), the Vital Force that forms
the basis of our personality, leads to
perverse or even criminal thinking.”
(This accounts for the amazing results

Truth
elow are printed some casual notes I have made. In truth, even
though they are somewhat watered down, I felt they might be
beyond the understanding of many. I certainly do not want to
overthrow childhood beliefs. On the other hand, there are some
who are searching for Truth.
The Goal is to see things from the Universal standpoint, not the personal. Break with what you were indoctrinated with as a child.
Things are as they have always been. Change is an illusion.
Nirvana is the Garden of Eden (sometimes called the “Uncarved
Block”). Adam and Eve never left the Garden of Eden.
Time is illusion, and is responsible for the feeling of individual creaturehood. Time is Maya (cause of illusion).
Do not only think of this life.
A “Spiritual Life” (not an “ethical life”) is only possible for one who
can see from the Universal, not the individual point of view.
Your seeming life is ruled by the senses. Your true life must be seen
from the Universal viewpoint. The latter is Enlightenment.
Most teachers teach from the individual, not the Universal, stand, and
thus tell their students what they want to hear.
Life is a journey toward death. Living is slowly dying.
It is consciousness, not life, that we love and do not want to lose. Nevertheless, it is consciousness we temporarily lose whenever we go to
sleep.
Live with Truth, as few do, or live to try in vain to satisfy the emotions, which is almost impossible.
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Tips for preparing a candidate for Teacher Training
By Sandy McAlister, Teacher Trainer
ttending a Teacher’s Training Course is an opportunity to move to another
level with our T’ai Chi
Chih practice. Our understanding of
the form expands. We experience our
practice with new awareness. We
struggle to grasp new concepts. It can
be a challenge if we are not well prepared.
If a teacher candidate attends training and is not fully prepared, the results affect the whole class. More time
is given to that student that would
have been used to benefit everyone.
The student’s frustration and anxiety
is felt by all those in attendance. And,
if that student is not able to make a
leap of progress to be accredited, then
the whole class feels the effect.
In an effort to cultivate the potential
of the student candidate to the maximum, the “two signature” referral
process was implemented. Also the 3
½ day intensive workshop was created. I believe these two measures are
making a difference in assisting the
candidate to be better prepared for attending a T’ai Chi Chih Teacher training course. While the two signature
process seems to be working, Pam and
I still receive many questions about it.
I hope to address many of those questions here.
Part of the preparation process is
working with the candidate to ensure
that they move well, that they can articulate the basic principles of the
form and apply them, and that they
are familiar with the underlying philosophy. Another aspect to be considered when working with a candidate
is their attitude. Do they ask questions? Do they watch you when you
move and give you respect as the
teacher? Do they take advantage of
courses offered by other teachers to
gain experience? How do they take
suggestions/corrections and are they
willing to change?

A candidate should be given an opportunity to assist in a class. Give
them experience being in front of a
class, being a model, leading a movement, and talking about T’ai Chi Chih
to others. Why have them wait until
they attend training? The more experience they have before attending training will allow them to be more comfortable and better able to take in
what is being taught.
When working with a candidate all
the above should be taken into consideration. When a referral form is
signed, it is putting their reputation
on the line by approving the candidate to attend training. They are saying, “I have spent time with this person and I feel they are capable and
ready to proceed with the training.” It
is the same responsibility with the
second signature. Having a second
teacher for the preparation process is
an opportunity for the candidate to
continue and expand their learning
and preparation. The teacher should
spend individual time with the candidate and assess: do they know the
movements; do they move well, can
they talk about T’ai Chi Chih, do they
understand the underlying philosophy, and do they have the proper attitude? This cannot be done by meeting
for a few hours and watching them
move.
It is a gift for a candidate to have
two teachers who will share their experience and understanding of T’ai
Chi Chih, to have two teachers who
will work together to ensure that the
candidate is better prepared than they
were for their training. It is difficult
sometimes to see everything when assessing someone’s form. Having two
teachers gives the student a better
chance of correcting a problem before
coming to training. Sometimes a
teacher may be too close to a student
and not able to be objective enough.
That is another advantage of a second

teacher/second signature. If you, as a
teacher, have been hesitant to send a
student to training because you are
unsure of what constitutes a “wellprepared candidate,” now you have
the opportunity to confer with another teacher about your student.
Occasionally it happens that there is
no other teacher nearby to work with
for a second signature. If this is the
case, contact one of the teacher trainers to discuss options.
Maturity of a candidate’s T’ai Chi
Chih practice should not be taken
lightly. Occasionally a student will
learn the movements of T’ai Chi Chih
quickly, especially if they practice
other forms of movement. But understanding T’ai Chi Chih from the inside
out, knowing it on an internal/feeling
level rather than a “doing” level takes
time. There is no way to hurry the
process. It takes time for one’s practice
to mature. This maturation period
will vary from student to student, but
it generally takes about two years of
consistent practice.
Those of you who have attended
conferences over the past few years
have noticed the quality of the group
T’ai Chi Chih practice. We as a community are moving better, flowing
more, and moving softer with less effort. Candidates are coming to training better prepared, and leaving as
teachers who move well. The extra
time spent preparing a candidate is
benefiting the whole community and
ensuring that the time during the
training process is used in the most
valuable and effective way. I extend
my gratitude to those who give their
time and energy to
ensure that T’ai Chi
Chih continues as
“Joy Thru Movement.”
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Introducing the TCC Outreach Coordinator
t is with much gratitude and joy that I introduce Lorraine Lepine of Overland Park, KS, who has graciously responded to the request I
made that she take on the responsibility of coordinating Teachers’ experience with special populations in various and locations serviced
by TCC teachers. The service to collate teacher referrals for the TCC community was begun by Kathy Albers.
Lorraine’s background in designing surveys has made her ideal for the first task of surveying teachers and their experience with
various populations, building on the work begun by Kathy. Lorraine’s second task is to collate and have the results available for teachers who may want to contact a teacher who has had experience with a particular population and can give advice and answer questions.
Those of us who will be attending the Albuquerque Conference will have an opportunity to meet Lorraine and briefly hear what she has
done and hopes to offer in the future. Each of us will benefit from the information that will be available to support us in our teaching needs
that will give way better networking. — Sr. Antonia Cooper, OSF

T’ai Chi Chih® Teacher Surveys
From Lorraine Lepine, TCC Community Outreach Coordinator
became appointed as the TCC
Community Outreach Coordinator shortly after the 2004 Annual TCC Teacher Conference in
St. Louis, MO. I am happy to be
able to serve the TCC Community in
that capacity. I am asking you to bear
with me as the English language is my
second language.
My first task as TCC Community
Outreach Coordinator was to compile
the results of the T’ai Chi Chih® Specialized Teaching Categories Survey
(2002).
The results of the TCC Specialized
Teaching Categories Survey are now
compiled and available for your information. You will be able to get copies
of the results at the 2005 TCC Annual
Conference in Albuquerque, NM or by
contacting me.
The results provide a list of TCC Instructors, their years of experience,
how many courses they taught and
the specialized teaching categories to
whom they taught TCC.
This list of TCC Instructors gives
you the possibility
to connect with another Instructor who
has taught TCC in a
specialized category
that you might be
interested in.
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The main categories were: Children
(ADD, autistic, school), Teenagers (juvenile detention, school), Seniors,
Seated TCC movements, TCC movements in water, Corporations, Hospitals (Chronic pain, Health Education,
Heart disease-Rehab, Physical
therapy/ Rehab., Stroke), Special
health Considerations (M.S.,
Parkinson’s, arthritis, etc.), Health
Clubs, Support groups, CEU’s, Church
Settings, Retreat settings, Parks & Recreation, Prisons, Detentions facilities,
College and other populations or settings.
As I was compiling the results, it became clear that the TCC Community
has a wealth of resourceful Teachers. I
was impressed with the multiple
ways or settings or populations in
which the TCC Community is involved. Their creativity and their desire to help people in need are obvious.
The responses showed commitment
and integrity towards the T’ai Chi
Chih discipline. What impressed me
most is that there is no limit to the
teachers willingness and desire to
help people in need—from children to
seniors and from physical to mental,
emotional and spiritual development,
as well as teachers’ willingness to
share their experience and knowledge.
I would like to acknowledge all the

work of Kathy Albers, Ed and Noel
Altman on the original TCC Specialized Categories Survey (2002). Due to
circumstances, Kathy was unable to
compile all the Survey results. I came
along in September 2004 to complete
the project.
My second task has been to design a
new T’ai Chi Chih Teacher Survey
2005, requested by Sister Antonia.
This Survey is more encompassing in
terms of information gathering. Its
primary intent is to help TCC Teachers connect with each other to share
information about teaching specialized populations and teaching in different settings.
The results of the TCC Teacher Survey 2005 will also reflect the growth
of the TCC community, support the
goal of higher quality TCC teaching
abilities, and help plan appropriate
educational activities. In addition it
will give some statistics about the
TCC Community which can be used
as promotional information.
Some elements were added: the educational activities attended within the
past five years, the total number of
year of TCC teaching and the TCC
level actually taught. We also added a
teaching tips question, where you can
share with a teacher what works for
you in your TCC classes with a spe-
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cialized population. We also added a
section to hear your comments, suggestions about teaching TCC or about
the TCC Community.
If you wonder about starting to
teach with specialized groups or in
specific settings, you can connect with
an experienced Teacher within the
TCC Community who has already
done it. If you are already teaching in
specialized situations you can share
teaching strategies and information
with other teachers in your field. We
do not need to keep “reinventing the
wheel” every time!
Many elements of the Survey were
repetitive in order to eliminate confusion about the number of years of experience with a specific population. It
occurred to me that by starting with
identifying your setting, then the rest
of the information will flow much
more easily.

The Vital Force Journal
In filling out the TCC Teacher Survey 2005, you might be inspired to reassess your past TCC professional
education and to question yourself
about your need to actually attend a
TCC educational activity to update
your TCC practice and/or your TCC
teaching skills.
I will collate the information as soon
as I receive the filled out surveys. I
need all the responses at my desk by
August 31, 2005.
Another project I’ll work on in the
future is to compile answers for the
most frequently asked questions about
TCC and Community activities so
they could be available on the TCC
Community web page.
I would like to thank Sister Antonia,
Pam, Sandy and Jan Block, newly accredited TCC Teacher, for their help
and feedback in putting together this
TCC teacher Survey 2005 in a simple

yet complete format.
I am available to you by phone or
email to respond to any questions you
have regarding the results of the 2002
Survey and to help you connect with a
teacher who can help you with the
specialized population or teaching setting of your interest.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
T’ai Chi Chih Teacher Survey 2005
The survey will be available at the
Teachers Conference in ABQ.
Teachers not attending can get a
copy to fill out by contacting:
Lorraine Lepine, TCC Community
Outreach Coordinator
thevitalforce2@yahoo.com
913-239-9636

Happy Birthday to Lois
by Barbara Riley, Orinda, CA . Photos by Pat Huseby

Lois, Wendy Heims, Linda Braga, Joanne Sultar

Lois and Athene Mantle, yukking it up

eachers in the San Francisco Bay Area gather every three
months to practice, share news and stories of their
classes and upcoming events, and enjoy light refreshments. In June, we gathered in Wendy Helms’ lovely garden, and celebrated the birthday of Lois Mahaney with a
cake made by Wendy. For those who are recent additions to the
T’ai Chi Chih community and do not know Lois, she served the
community for many years as the publisher of the Vital Force Journal. A retired teacher, Lois taught T’ai Chi Chih classes for many
years through Adult Education, and conducted free practices in a
park every Sunday morning. She started and maintained the first
database of teachers, (before many of us even knew what the word
meant), supervised printing of the Journal, and organized a “mailing party” to prepare the issues for mailing. A
few years ago, a large group of teachers, including Justin and Carmen who came from Albuquerque for the occasion, celebrated her tremendous contributions on her 80th birthday. Lois,
we all are grateful for all you have done for the
T’ai Chi Chih community, and for initiating our
quarterly meetings - Happy Birthday!
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Getting Involved = Good Karma
By Kim Grant

New
on
DVD !

need your help with a few
things. It won’t take long.

Pass Along Positive Press Clippings
I am undertaking a major national
press campaign for T’ai Chi Chih in
the fall and need your input. Since the
TCC community is decentralized, it
has been very difficult to collect the
best and most diverse articles written
about TCC’s wide benefits. And in order to pitch strongest stories to the
best reporters in the country, I need
solid and persuasive supporting documents. Surely you have articles about
TCC (or t’ai chi) in your files that you
use to pitch classes? Please, please
send them along. Together, we can
make a resounding case to increase the
visibility of TCC. Once I have a library
of materials pulled together, I will
happily make them available to all.

and the catalog contact information.
(Feel free to also mail me the catalog…)
Deadline: Aug 15th (and ongoing!!!!)
Email: kim@kimgrant.com
Snail Mail: 73 Tuttle St, Boston, MA
02125-1434

Call for Additional Distributors
GKP is currently seeking a few good
folks in active TCC communities to
pick up the mantle of distributing T’ai
Chi Chih materials and Justin’s work.
Why bother getting involved? Firstly,
it’s an honor and a privilege. It’s a
way to give back to Justin, who so
selflessly gives so much to us. Your
immediate community benefits
through more convenient and immediate access to materials. And you
benefit from a better discount (50% off
retail prices) and free shipping! Please
feel free to contact other distributors
about the process or contact me to discuss details. Thanks for considering it.

Send Your Favorites

and CD !
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Building interest in TCC beyond our
immediate community builds classes!
In search of a wider audience for TCC,
I am contacting internet sites and
print catalogs that would be interested in selling our TCC instructional
DVD and video, along with other GKP
materials. Surely you receive one or
two apropos catalogs in your mailbox? Surely you’ve cruised a couple of
internet sites where you’ve thought,
“Hey, they should be selling our TCC
video or DVD along side those yoga
videos!” Please take a few moments
and email me the links for these sites

A few housekeeping issues:
• GKP must begin charging $3.95 for
each foreign language translation insert. (These are used in conjunction
with the photo-text.) Until now, they
have been provided free (with a paid
copy of the photo-text).
• Thank you for your overwhelming
support of Justin’s new instructional
DVD and the new CD of Justin Stone
Speaks on TCC.
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GOOD KARMA PUBLISHING, Inc. - Box 51201 - Boston, MA 02205-1201
Toll-free order number 888-540-7459, tel 617-282-2228
To fax your orders, fax number is 617-282-2213
(For returns or UPS deliveries: 73 Tuttle Street, Boston, MA 02125-1434)
ACCREDITED TEACHER ORDER FORM
(Prices & shipping effective through the Conference 2005)
Teacher discount on 3 or more items; retail on 1 or 2 items
PLEASE INDICATE QUANTITY IN BLANK PRECEDING TITLE
T’AI CHI CHIH® Joy thru Movement
Instruction by Justin Stone & Full Practice w/4 Teachers
_____ DVD - Stone
9.8 oz.
_____ VHS videotape (2000 filming) - Stone
9.8 oz.
_____ VHS videotape (1994 filming) - Stone
9.8 oz.
_____ PAL (international format; inquire about discount) 9.8 oz.
SEIJAKU
(Advanced TCC)
_____VHS videotape - Stone
9.8 oz.
_____T’AI CHI CHIH® Joy thru Movement Photo-Text Book 15.6 oz.
Photos of Justin Stone; text by Justin Stone
_____ Spanish translation insert $3.95
18.7 oz.
_____ Italian translation insert $3.95
18.7 oz.
JUSTIN STONE SPEAKS ON T’AI CHI CHIH®
_____ spoken CD - Stone
5.6 oz.
_____ spoken audio cassette - Stone
3.6 oz
_____MEDITATION FOR HEALING
14.2 oz.
book - Stone
_____ZEN MEDITATION
10.9 oz.
book - Stone
_____SPIRITUAL ODYSSEY
10.4 oz.
book - Stone
_____ABANDON HOPE
9.7 oz.
book - Stone
_____CLIMB THE JOYOUS MOUNTAIN
8.5 oz.
book - Stone
_____HEIGHTENED AWARENESS
7.3 oz.
book - Stone
TH
_____20 CENTURY PSALMS
book - Stone [Out of print]
_____ SPIRITUAL STORIES, 2 vol. set
spoken audio cassette (2 tapes) - Stone
_____SPIRITUAL STORIES OF THE EAST,
Vol. 1 & Vol. 2 - EACH SOLD SEPARATELY spoken audio cassette - Stone

$32.95
$32.95
$32.95
$48.95*
$60.00*
$15.95
$19.90
$19.90
$11.95
$10.95
$15.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95

Regional
Distributors
Canada
AB, Sherwood Park,
Chery Ann Hoffmeyer
(780) 467-8701
United States
California, Encinitas;
Pam Towne,
(760) 944-9544
California, Hayward;
Sandy McAlister,
(510) 582-2238
Minnesota, Bemidji;
Jeanne Engen-Duranske,
(218) 751-3173
North Dakota, Fargo;
Christeen McLain,
(701) 232-5579
New Mex., Albuquerque;
Carmen Brocklehurst,
(505) 299-0562

$10.95
$ 8.95

6.6 oz.

$19.95

3.6 oz. each

$10.95
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_____ MUSIC FOR T’AI CHI CHIH® PRACTICE
musical audio cassette - Stone
_____THE SERENE NATURE
musical audio cassette - Stone
_____SOFT SOUNDS OF JAZZ
musical audio cassette - Stone [out of print]
_____NIGHT BLOOM
musical audio cassette - Stone
_____ TENTATIVELY FOREVER
art book - Stone
_____ ZEN POSTER
_____ KNME Interview Tape 65 min.
_____LET GOOD FORTUNE JUMP ON YOU

3.6 oz.

$10.95

3.6 oz.

$10.95

3.6 oz.

$10.95

21.1 oz.

$32.00*

15.5 oz unsigned $60.00*
signed
$75.00
9.8 oz
$19.95*
6.6 oz.
$ 7.95

book - Paul Reps
_____20 ANNIVERSARY INTERVIEW TAPE
3.6 oz.
spoken & musical audio cassette - Stone & Christeen McLain
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Interview

The Vital Force Journal

From Altar Boy to T'ai Chi Chih Instructor, with major
detours in between, Jim Hecker has come a long way.

ames Hecker has been in New
Mexico for several months now.
Originally he planned to stay until
after the Conference and then return
to Florida, but now, along with his
companion Govind, is considering
making New Mexico home. He has taken on
responsibilities at the T'ai Chi Chih Center
and has begun classes there as well. He has
also just begun the formidable task of managing the Vital Force database. Recently he
was hired as assistant manager for a business
where he can manifest another of his passions: motorcycles. James has unique experience with the power of the Chi, which he reveals here. We sat down with James at the
Center in advance of a Saturday noon practice, which he would be leading.
VFJ: Where were you born, James?
Let’s start right with little babyhood.
James: I was born in the Bethesda Naval Hospital in Maryland in 1948.
VFJ: So, are you a brat?
James: No, my father was a World
War II veteran, so he had access to the
naval hospital . And then, when I was
about three years old, we moved to
Wisconsin and that’s where I grew up
– in a little town called Sheboygan. I
was a farm boy, way out there in the
country. I went to a parochial school,
grades 1 through 8. This was a tworoom school with eight classes in it,
with two nuns teaching the eight
classes. I don’t know how many times
they moved my desk down into the
hall [laughing].
VFJ: Why was that?
James: I don’t remember being that
disruptive in class, but evidently I
was.
VFJ: How many kids all together?
James: Probably around 40 or 50 kids,
about 25 in each classroom.
VFJ: Were those formative years for
you? Did they influence your being today?

James: Well, how can you be in a parochial school without having an influence on the way that you think?
They have ways of ingraining truths
in you that probably the CIA would
want to learn [laughs].
VFJ: Are there a couple of those that
stayed with you that you had to
deprogram yourself, or that were
good?
James: All the boys were altar boys,
and they belonged to a club called The
Knights of the Altar. At some point in
my eighth grade year, the nuns decided I wasn’t programming correctly.
I had this tendency to ask questions
that were out of the catechism. If you
ask questions that are not contained in
the Baltimore Catechism, then it’s a
problem. One day I went into the
Knights of the Altar meeting Sr. Grace
said, “You’re no longer a member of
the Knights of the Altar. You have to
go out onto the playground with the
girls.” I had never been on the playground with just the girls because for
all those years I’d been in Knights of
the Altar. I left the classroom and
went out to the playground with the
girls, and you know what, they liked
me out there [laughs]. That was a real
eye-opener for an eighth grade boy
who was brought up in the country.
VFJ: So why did they like you out
there?
James: I don’t know. I was taught
manners as most country boys are, so
I would hold the water fountain for
them, and open the doors for them,
and when we played games, I always
treated them like girls because they
were just a little softer than guys.
VFJ: And you were the only boy
among all these girls?
James: Right.
VFJ: You were the only one who got

banished to the playground with the
girls?
James: Yes.
VFJ: …because you were questioning
the authority or the wisdom of the
catechism?
James: Not necessarily the wisdom of
the catechism… I was questioning the
general way that things went. I didn’t
succumb to the normal punishments
that happened. Once they caught me
catching flies and so I had to catch 100
flies around the school and put them
piles of 10 on my desk before I could go
home.
VFJ: That’s unusual. What were you
supposed to learn from that?
James: Not to catch flies, and to pay
attention to everything the teacher
says.
VFJ: So it wasn’t a matter of killing a
sentient being, but rather you weren’t
paying attention to their words. You
went on to high school then?
James: I went to a public school for
high school. I was there till I was a
junior, and then we moved to Virginia
where I finished up high school.
VFJ: Was that disruptive to your
psyche, or were you the type who
made friends easily?
James: Actually I’ve always been kind
of a loner. I had one friend. The community I moved into was outside
Washington, D.C. It was the land of
rich people, white board fences, chestnut horses, and grassy knolls.
VFJ: Were you a normal kid in high
school?
James: I was very
bored with high
school.
VFJ: Were you
smart?
James: Let’s just say
that if you want to
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go by the tests that they give, yeah I’m
smart. But when it comes to blending
in with society I’m not so smart. I
have a tendency to think beyond the
line. It got me in trouble in parochial
school and it got me in trouble in high
school. In Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin,
which was very Mid-West, you went
to work at Koller Company making
sinks, or you went to work on a farm.
So I got bored with high school very
quickly. When I started asking, “Why
do I have to learn algebra? Why
should I learn it?” The algebra teacher
told me, “Just learn it.” Not good
enough for me, I needed to know why,
so I didn’t learn it.
VFJ: Were you the only one asking
these questions?
James: Yes. This is Sheboygan Falls,
Wisconsin. So again, I was a loner.
VFJ: Why were you the only one?
James: When you are three years old
and you start asking why, parents
have things to do and they can’t sit
down and answer all these questions
for children and so they have various
ways of telling them to stop asking
questions. It’s reinforced by the
church, the government, schools, and
the society in general. Kids learn to
stop asking by the time they’re five
years old. I never learned that.
VFJ: So this answer derives from my
previous question, were you smart,
and you said yeah you were smart
with the books, you were bored, but
when it came to social integration,
you were not smart, and that derived
from your always going beyond the
line. So you were being socially challenged as a result of your questioning
of the social structure…
James: … which is
translated as, “Questioning Authority.”
In any society, questioning authority is
a dangerous thing to
do.
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VFJ: But then, you joined the Navy.
You joined after high school?
James: I joined the Navy while I was
in high school.
VFJ: That’s a perfect position to question authority.
James: [laughs] Boot camp will certainly teach you that.
VFJ: There’s a disconnect there. You
didn’t actually relate your questioning
of authority to how you fit into society. You joined the Navy.
James: I joined the Navy because I
come from a family of military men.
My family is very proud of the fact
that there have been military men in
the family since the Revolutionary
War. They even have Civil War uniforms and gear and weapons from the
old wars. I would spend hours going
through war souvenirs that were
stored in closets. And I learned how
important it was to the family that
the men spend time in the military. In
1966 the Vietnam War was really
kicking off, and so I went into the
Navy.
VFJ: Were you all right with that? I
mean, were did you consider going to
Canada, or… ?
James: Oh, no, I always thought that
the peace sign—the circle with the Y
in it—was actually the footprint of the
chickens of America.
VFJ: So you were a brave soldier.
James: I went down to join the Marine
Corps with three of my friends. I was
down in the basement of the courthouse where they did the recruiting,
and the four of us were going to join
the Marine Corps and go to war together. The Marine Corps guy was
sitting there with a real tight-necked
tie, and he was sweating because it
was probably around 110 degrees before air-conditioning—this was the
South—and his armpits were
sweatomg all the way through his
tight Marine Corps jacket. Then I
looked across the way and here was a

Navy guy sitting there with his feet
up on the desk in undress whites with
a fan blowing on him, and I said I
think I’ll go over and check the Navy
out. So, I signed up to be a hospital
corpsman with the Navy. I also understood that Navy corpsmen went
with the Marines, so there was the opportunity to be there where my buddies were going to be, too.
VFJ: And then?
James: I would be going to boot camp
the next August instead of starting
school so I went back to Wisconsin for
those three months. I worked in a cannery, probably the stinkiest job in
Sheboygan. My job was to chip hides.
I would run a sponge over them and
put a buff color on that brought out
the grain of the leather. I did that for
eight hours and then I went to work
as a dishwasher. I got paid but I also
got to eat. That was 16 hours a day.
VFJ: Your parents were proud of you
for joining the military?
James: I don’t know. My father was
probably worried because of the war,
and my mother was probably relieved.
VFJ: Duh?
James: She married a Navy man, so it
was a connection with what may
work.
VFJ: You have siblings?
James: Yes, I have two sisters and
brother. I’m the oldest.
VFJ: Did you have to be a model for
the younger ones?
James: My father joined the circus
when he was nine years old. It was
during the Depression. He made the
mistake of running away from home,
and when he got in contact with them,
they told him he should stay away because he had eight brothers and sisters. So at nine years old, he traveled
to California and joined the circus. He
was a tight-wire walker until he went
into the military at 17. So he had actually no experience in family life at all.
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He didn’t know how to raise kids. He
only knew how to work.
VFJ: So, would you say you didn’t
have a father figure? Or did you admire the sort of person he was? Or,
was he out of the picture?
James: Well, the things that I do and
the way that I do them very much reflect the way that I was brought up by
him.
VFJ: Well, it sounds like you weren’t
brought up by him in the sense that
he was clueless.
James: He was clueless as to how to
raise children. He had a tendency to
treat me like a man when I was very
young. He expected me to be a man at
about nine years old like he was.
VFJ: Was that all right with you?
James: [Long pause. Then burst out laughing.] I was a nine-year-old boy. Nineyear-old boys don’t want to be men
yet.
VFJ: How did he expect you to be a
man? Lordy, how many people in the
world walk tight ropes when they are
children?
James: Not many, probably.
VFJ: Sounds like your childhood
was…
James: I learned to work hard.
VFJ: Then the military…
James: I was very strong in boot camp
because I was a farm boy. I went to
corps school right after boot camp and
learned how to be a hospital foreman—a medic. I did really well in that
school. It made sense. When I asked
them questions, they answered. I did
so well that they decided to send me
to urology school. I learned to be a lab
tech, an x-ray tech, an OR tech, EKG
tech and all those other things it takes
to work at a hospital as a Navy man.
VFJ: Did you get to practice all those
things?
James: Yes. I worked while at school,
but the war was not going well, and
they needed medics, and so they sent
me to Camp Pendleton, CA, for field
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medical service school where I learned
how to be a Marine Corps corpsman.
It didn’t make much sense to me. They
were teaching me to charge machine
guns, hand-to-hand combat and
trench warfare. I said this does not
make sense; there’s a better way to do
it. Of course the drill instructors
wouldn’t listen to me; they had years
of military training and they knew
about how infantries worked. And so I
came out of my little tent one night
and tied up all the men on watch who
had machine guns, and then I set up
machine gun nests over the command
post. Then I went down and told
them, this is the way you do it, you go
out at night when they’re not looking
and you take their guns and train
them on their command post and then
nobody has to die. They didn’t like
that much. They said we’ve got a place
for you and they sent me to Special
Forces.
VFJ: …which allowed you to express
some of these radical ideas, or which
was the punishment for expressing
radical ideas.
James: Well, in Special Forces, probably anything that you do that keeps
you alive is okay.
VFJ: You had different training there,
too?
James: Yeah. [pause] I really don’t
want to talk about it. …. After that, I
worked at Balboa hospital at the urology clinic in San Diego. I did that for
three years and then I got out of the
military.
VFJ: How did you NOT go to Vietnam?
James: I had a wife who went nuts
and they sent me back home on emergency leave, and then gave me a
choice—you can go to Nam, or you
can get out and take care of your wife,
and I elected to take two years taking
care of her. And then I went back in
the Navy. I had to pay all the debts
and get her set up in a place—she’d

been living in a car. For the rest of my
time in the military, I always made
sure that I took her wherever I was at.
I took her to Japan, but I did it with
my own money. I was stationed at
Okinawa for four years. In 1974 after
the war had ended, I was angry because I hadn’t had a chance.
VFJ: So you wanted to go?
James: Well, of course.
VFJ: You’re a strange person, James.
James: Why am I strange? My whole
family was warrior. They got their
land during the Civil War when they
got out. That was their pay, two acres
and a mule. Next the men had been in
World War II and then the Korean
War, and Vietnam was next. That was
mine.
VFJ: And so you got out. Seems like
there was a lot of confusion right
around this time in your life.
James: Well, there was. I wasn’t
thinking correctly. I was messed up in
the head. I was on a cycle where …
most guys when they go to war, they
go for for a year and come home. I
would go to war for six weeks and
come home and I did that for four
years.
VFJ: So you couldn’t have readjustment time between these six-week
cycles. Were you among people who
were doing the same thing?
James: Yes.
VFJ: Were you together doing the
same thing?
James: Yes.
VFJ: Did that make it better?
James: What it did was make us an
exclusive group. We did everything
together.
VFJ: Were they all
screwed up in the
head like you were
all screwed up in the
head?
James: Pretty much.
VFJ: Is the human
psyche set up to deal
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with this?
James: No, the human psyche is not
set up to deal with that. When you go
to a place like Afghanistan, for instance, the whole society is designed
to survive in war. And then you come
to the United States, people are just
walking around the streets, riding on
their big wheels. Nobody has any clue
what’s going on, so … It separates you
from the human race.
VFJ: Are both of these things reality?
Afghanistan and goin’ around the
United States on your big wheels?
James: For me, the reality was war.
And this place, the United States,
people don’t understand the reality of
the world.
VFJ: I’ve never been in a war, but in
this place, I also don’t think is a reality. There’s something really weird
about walking around in the U.S.—the
kids riding around on their big
wheels.
James: It’s different from the whole
rest of the world. It is a false reality.
And it’s created by the fact that
Americans use about 60 percent of the
world’s resources and the rest of the
world starves with the remainder. So
you have a very small part of the
world using most of the world’s resources, creating this false reality, and
the American people won’t accept it
any other way.
VFJ: But doesn’t it drive us crazy?
James: It’s the reason that I teach T’ai
Chi Chih, and why I’m so adamant
about teaching T’ai Chi Chih. I understand that T’ai Chi Chih is actually an
island in the midst of a false reality.
And what happens in T’ai Chi Chih
classes and TCC students is … the One
Reality is energy. At
the atomic, at the
physical level it
doesn’t matter, it’s
the one reality that’s
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standard no matter where you go or
what it is you are doing. The level
that the Chi or vital force vibrates at
is the only real thing. Now think
about the level of vibration that happens in warfare. War and violence is a
very low level vibrational activity.
Low level human vibrational activity
is almost the same, no matter what
language, country, whether you are
rich or poor, low level vibratory activity is almost identical throughout
the cultures. T’ai Chi Chih, just with
the simple movements that any human can do, your level of energy can
be raised so that you can experience
and feel the Real. Higher level vibration activity is healthy for human beings, healthy for their mental state,
and healthy for their body. So, when
I’m teaching T’ai Chi Chih, what I am
actually doing is pulling people out of
whatever illusion that they are in that
has to do with a lower level of vibration and raising it so that they can understand the Real—how energy really
works in them, in the world, in the
universe. What Justin says, “Man’s
voice pervades the universe.” At an
energetic level, at a t’ai chi chih level,
every human being is connected. If
you want one tuning fork to make another tuning fork operate, it has to be
a tuning fork of an equal vibrational
level. So if you raise people’s vibration
and they start taking part in higher
vibrational level activities, it affects
the entire human race. Even those
people in Afghanistan and Iraq—the
soldiers, the people in Japan, the zen
masters, each time a class does T’ai
Chi Chih, a master will know it.
They’ll feel it, because it changes the
energy.
VFJ: That’s profound—going from the
unreal to the real through T’ai Chi
Chih. Where did you get that breakthrough?
James: I found this out in prison. I was

programmed, as you know, by the
military, and so when somebody
pulled a gun on me, I did what was
natural. And the guy died. So I went to
prison for second-degree murder. In
California there’s no tolerance as far
as murder goes. While I was in prison,
I sat in the chow hall. I would always
sit down at a table and I would watch
the line of men coming in, trying to
find a common denominator. Why do
men come to prison? I know why I
came to prison. You’re allowed to do it
over there as long as it’s not over here.
They will separate you, which they
did. And the fact was that when I got
into prison, I found out that I had a lot
of Special Forces buddies in there.
Force Recon is a very exclusive unit.
There were guys from the Second
World War, from the OSS— Office of
Strategic Services. There were Force
Recon guys from the Korean War,
from the Vietnam War and there were
Force Recon guys from Desert Storm.
VFJ: This is…
James: … the way it is in this reality. I
knew the common denominator between me and the guys, but there
were rich people, people of every race,
there were poor people. In prison,
there is a cross-cut of society. It’s only
one percent of society, but in that one
percent contains everyone in society
from mobsters to business moguls, all
together. And I watched them come
through the line. Literally for 10 years
I watched this, and wondered what
the common denominator was. Then
one day out of nowhere it occurred to
me. There was this new thing called
quantum physics. I was reading all
the books I could find on everything. I
got my first lesson in physics because
I had a reason why, at last [belly
laugh]. The reason that people come to
prison is because of their level of energy vibration. It’s the lowest in society. And it makes no difference who
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you are, what it is that you are doing,
where you are in the United States, if
you vibrate at that level, like any
other energy, you are going to be
drawn to that vibration. And that vibration is prison.
VFJ: Is that to say that lowest one percent belongs in prison? Or that’s the
only option in a society such as ours?
James: Primarily mothers have decided that people who take part in the
behavior at the lowest vibration are a
danger to society. So there’s a program set up, and has been since the
tribal culture, to separate those people
from the tribe, from society, so that
society can be safe. So people who are
in prison are separated. At a tribal
level they were killed or pointed at by
a medicine man with a bone and they
dropped dead on the spot. And the
tribe went on and the tribe was safe.
VFJ: Is the vibrational level predetermined? Or is it some flaw in cultures?
James: Everybody thought the world
was flat at one time, and they went on
with their lives and they did the best
they could. I said if all this that I’ve
been practicing for 10 years, after I realized it was energy, I started doing
experiments with energy with groups
of men. Meditation, T'ai Chi Chih was
a huge experiment, life skills, changing
the life view, Cognitive Reality Restructuring, all together to change
perception, and it worked. Along with
meditation and t’ai chih chih—unbeatable. Over seven years, I did a
thousand men a year, put them
through various courses. I could literally feel their energy rise. When they
got out of prison, they did not come
back. Their energy was too high. They
could not come back. Weird things
would happen, they would suddenly
be thrown out of prison. Early outs, or
the courts would change a decision.
VFJ: Out of the blue?
James: Out of the blue. They would be
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snatched out their cell and they would
be out on the street.
VFJ: That’s bizarre.
James: I can’t substantiate this. I
couldn’t keep the numbers when I was
on the inside, they don’t allow it. I did
have a doctor, Dr. Shrum, who did a
small study on T’ai Chi Chih. His
study showed that the recidivism rate
for prisons is on average between 75
and 80 percent. They re-offend or violate their parole and come back in.
They display low level energy behavior and they end up back in prison.
When the energy was raised, the recidivism rate was only six percent.
What’s working here? What I am
thinking must be reality. We did 7,000
men and essentially the result was
the same every time. What I was saying was, when my energy level gets to
a point where I’m above the lowest
one percent of society, if I’m vibrating
with a critical mass of 11 percent, I’ll
walk up to that gate and the gate will
open and I will walk out. If that gate
doesn’t open, I would walk through it.
And if I don’t walk through that gate,
the wall will fall down and I’ll walk
over it, but I guarantee you I will not
be in here if I’m vibrating at a higher
level. That’s what I told the men in
T’ai Chi Chih, meditation, and life
skills. I said I know this is so, I’ve seen
7,000 men go through this. I know this
works. Decide where you want to be.
Decide. And then they’d start working. Then it would happen. Then I said
the one final test would be me, because I was doing life without the possibility of parole. I was the shooter, I’d
actually shot the guy. Essentially the
guys were saying to me, “Show me.
You’re so sure you can get out, do it.
Go through the gate." I had seen it
over and over -- Higher level vibration, out of prison. Lower level vibration, in prison. How simple can you
get? But it’s got to work across the

board. If it doesn’t work across the
board, it doesn’t work. Then it’s not
real. It’s illusion.
VFJ: Not always. There are parole
boards that…
James: That’s what you think, and
that’s the illusion. Energy is the Real.
It’s the only Real. It’s the particle that
we’re all made up. It’s what the universe is made of. It’s the Real, and it
vibrates through everything. Either
it’s real and it’s energy, or it’s not. So I
started doing abnormal amounts of
meditation and T’ai Chi Chih. I went
to raise my energy level in a system
designed to keep your energy level
low. They suck every bit of hope out of
you and that lowers your energy. If
you raise it, you start to no longer fit
there. All hell breaks loose. You don’t
fit. Now, I know about being a loner,
but not fitting energetically can be
very dangerous. People vibrating at a
lower energy level want you to stay
there. Everybody wants to vibrate like
a tuning fork. They all want to vibrate
together. That’s why we get in circle
and we do T’ai Chi Chih, and we all
vibrate at the same level. However,
people who are not vibrating at that
level, it literally repels them. They
can’t come through the door. They’re
extremely uncomfortable. Justin says,
“I define spirituality as identification
with the Real.”
VFJ: Did you feel fear?
James: Fear is primary in prison. It’s a
way of life in prison. However, vibrating higher brings a lack of fear. People
who are victims are vibrating low;
they draw in their
own circumstances.
People who are vibrating higher in
prison; people don’t
like them around,
but in a way you are
incredibly safe. I’ve
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walked through prison riots and
didn’t even know it. One time in particular, I was walking to a meditation
class and I walked right through the
riot and the sergeant pulled me aside
after the riot had been quieted and
said, did you know you walked right
through the center of that? I said right
through the center of what? Then one
day I found myself standing out in the
parking lot. They'd put me on parole.
As soon as I got out, the first thing I
started doing was T’ai Chi Chih. Then
the court said release him from parole.
This is the power of the energy. So I
wrote the guys on the inside and said
why don’t you come out here. Raise
your energy. Do your TCC, do your
meditation, and you’ll be out here.
VFJ: Because you are a hands-on kind
of guy, and you’ve been in environments—military, post-military,
prison—low vibrational, have you
thought about how TCC might assist

people with Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder?
James: When I was on the inside I
worked with the vets where PTSD is a
primary concern, but everybody has a
type of post-traumatic stress. It’s ultimate low energy. People have different ways of dealing with it. They buy
a lot of stuff. All you have to do is look
at all the storage areas that people
have for junk that they are not using
and never will use. They find ways to
chemically suppress the stress of society. They use mind-altering activities
to control the traumatic stress that
has to do with society. One of those is
television. People think they’re normal, but you can see it--their bodies
are suffering, organs are shutting
down, minds are shutting down. And
it’s because of low energy activities,
no matter how much money we have.
Anybody in society who would do

even basic Tai Chi Chih is treating the
stress from society. You are going to
start healing your body. You’re going
to start healing your mind. Do Tai Chi
Chih and learn how to identify with
the Real.
VFJ: Well, James, I hope you don't
think you're alone in this huge task.
James: The T'ai Chi Chih community
has been supportive right from the beginning. Last year I went to the St.
Louis conference. I had only been out
for a couple months. The entire community welcomed me in with open
arms, which was amazing to me. It
made me understand that this is a
community of people who put their
actions where their mouth is and actually do something.
VFJ: Well, that's some compliment for
us to live up to. It's been a pleasure,
James. Are we done?
James: We're done. Let's practice.

TCC and Prisons

When I was in prison...You visited me...
From Judy Tretheway's web log
y programs on B Yard
last Wednesday were
cancelled. A couple of serious incidents had happened earlier that morning and while
everything got sorted out...nothing
was happening.
Thursday morning I was able to get
into C Yard. A couple of my serious
students have been on lock-down
since the first part of March. I have
been priming myself to go and visit
them in their cells,
and today seemed to
be the day...
After class I called
the Cell Blocks to get
permission to come
and then went first
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to visit B. He is the guy with the keen
interest in the I-Ching and we were
studying # 10 “Treading the Tiger” together. Unfortunately, he had lost his
I-Ching during a cell search. He was
very surprised to see me and it took us
a bit to find our rhythm talking together it front of the guards and guys
back in their cells. We only had 5-10
minutes because we were holding up
the showers for the rest of the guys.
He had been continuing to practice
and had a couple of questions about
some moves. I shared some handouts
on meditation techniques and the Tao
de Ching verses he had missed.
He had used the Freedom Within
Handout I had given him and written
out for some Buddhist information. He

had questions about getting distracted
during meditation. I had not seen his
teaching materials, so coached him
from a general point of view...keep
turning around and starting
over...that’s all any of us can do ... he
wanted to know how to build a good
habit...oh more time would have been
nice ... But we had to part ...
While we were talking we enjoyed
plenty of good eye contact, and most
of what seemed to be communicated
was non-verbal. Myself, it was a deep
privilege to be received as his teacher,
and to trust his own take on the encounter would be guided by god.
The other man was in a Cell block
on the other side of the Yard ... I stood
at that door knocking for quite some
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time ... waiting ... knocking ... finally a
guard walking by told me to rap on
the door with my keys ... that worked
... the only guard I could see was talking to a couple of men, he told me I
could go up to R’s cell door ...
He was inside watching TV, his
neighbors playing music and talking.
He was very surprised to see me. We
tried to talk through the Plexiglas, but
I could not hear anything. He gestured
to the crack at the edge of the door.
When I stood there we could each see
another’s eyeball, and hear a little better. I could hand him some of the class
handouts (Chapters from Roger
Jahnke’s the Healing Promise of Qi. He
remembered my husband’s surgery
and wanted to know how he was. R.
had been teaching his younger cellie
some of the movements before he got
transferred. Now he has a cell to himself and told me that he is practicing.
They have no idea how long they will
be “down”.
Why I make these things such big
steps ... I don’t know ... once the first
one is over and the big uncertainty decommissioned ... I can claim the bigger
picture of the divine dance we are all
stumbling through in our own ways
... and proceed with all the smaller uncertainties ...
Old Folsom was locked down... No
program there. One program out of
four this week. Better luck next week.
Thank you to all of you watching
over me. I can feel your presence.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ways to Support: Program support
funds for handout materials, books
and music. Funds for the printing and
mailing the Freedom Within handout.
Support for my vision of a Contemplative Practices calendar to distribute
inside for 2006. Donations are managed and tax-deductible through Sacramento Friends Meeting PO Box
163677 Sacramento, CA 95833 Please
indicate “For Judy’s prison ministry.”
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Art from the Inside
By Juana M., Paño artist, Albuquerque, NM

his artwork is an intricate religious drawing by one of my T'ai
Chi Chih students, Juana. Hers is a special kind of art specific to
prison art and is called panuelo or paño. Paños are pictorial letters that carry messages from inmates both to family and
loved ones on the outside and to friends within the prison system. Designs feature religious themes, often alongside tattoo patterns,
tributes to friends who have died, and images from pop culture. Paño
drawing emerged from the jails and prisons in Texas, New Mexico, and
California during the 1940s. There are several exhibitions held around
the country every year and many paño artists have become quite well
known. Most of all, it's an art form that affirms the artist’s existence to
the outside world. So here for our larger T'ai Chi Chih community is
Juana's affirmation of her existence for us to acknowledge and, I'm sure,
to admire.—Kathy Grassel
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Allowing the Chi
By Kathy Starrick
ow! I feel so energized!
It’s great to be back in
the classroom. There
were times this past
year when I wondered if this day
would ever come. But I believed that if
it was meant to be, it would happen.
It was just about a year ago that I
got the first inkling that something
was wrong – those dreaded words
“there’s something on your mammogram that needs to be checked out!”
The first doctor I went to was all
wrong for me, but I came to realize
that I was not meant to stay with him.
His manner pushed me to look elsewhere for help. As I searched for answers, feeling lost, confused, assaulted
in body and spirit, the person I needed
was placed in my path. She pointed
the way to the doctor who saved my
sanity and my life. I needed to “allow
the Chi,” and it drew me to my eventual destination - a warm, compassionate doctor who set me on my healing journey from my first moment
with her.
It’s been an amazing year, with pain
and fear, but tremendous growth. I
had so many questions to answer and
decisions to make, and my T’ai Chi
Chih practice helped every time. I often asked for guidance as I practiced,
and then “allowed the Chi.” Sometimes the answers came to me as I

moved; sometimes they took longer in
coming. But I knew once I’d made a decision, that it was the right one for me.
Through all the tests and procedures, I
remained calm and positive by mentally performing T’ai Chi Chih movements or simply turning to my center
and waiting in the stillness. As I prepared for surgery, I “allowed the Chi”
to direct my life and trusted that I was
in good hands.
During my first days of recovery, I
performed the T’ai Chi Chih movements mentally. When I was able to
sit up and move, I performed the
movements seated. Once I could stand,
I did so. The movements were small
and stiff and wobbly, but they felt
good anyway. Gradually, as I built up
my strength and began to loosen up, I
was able to practice longer and regain
my form. I think my practice is now
slower and softer and more fulfilling
than it ever was before. I am learning
to listen to my body, trust my instincts, and take charge of my own
healing.
I believe that everything happens
for a reason. As I tried to understand
how I am meant to use this illness, I
began to wonder if the combination of
my knowledge of the T’ai Chi Chih
form and my experience with breast
cancer may have provided me with a

I
asked
why me?
The reasons are many.
Accept, and go forward.
You will be shown
the way.
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Be
still
and know
the quiet within
for it is
truth and
love

unique perspective on dealing with
such stressful life experiences.
Throughout my diagnosis, treatment and recovery, I found my T’ai
Chi Chih practice to be extremely
helpful in trying to calm myself, keep
my spirits up and make important
decisions. Perhaps I can share part of
myself with those who are also on the
journey, and this article is one attempt at doing so. Through an interesting chain of events, I was asked to
teach T’ai Chi Chih classes at a local
hospital and that, in turn, has led to
other potential opportunities to talk
about the benefits of T’ai Chi Chih
practice. So, once again, by “allowing
the Chi,” I was shown when I was
ready to resume teaching and where I
was needed to do so. I am confident
that the Chi will continue to show me
the way.
Partway through my recovery, I
was reading one of my Vital Force
Journals, and came across some Pyramid Poetry. Suddenly my thoughts
and experiences started forming
Pyramid Poems in my head. Then
they began spilling out on paper. I’ve
never written a Pyramid Poem before
– I didn’t know I knew how! (Perhaps
I don’t!) I’ve included some of them
here because I think they’re far more
expressive than prose.

Softly,
without fanfare,
knowledge tiptoes in
bringing with it surety
and understanding answers from
within
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Calm
soothing
coming home
healing with kindness
warm touch
confidence
love

Healing
a journey
with its own pace
but where will it lead me?
not sure, need patience,
knows what’s right
for me

Thoughts
and feelings
assail the senses
soft movement sooths the soul
fears depart and
calm returns
healing

And so, my healing journey continues,
and I know that the Chi will take me
where I need to be if I will allow it.
There are still some things I can’t do,
and some I may never be able to do
again, but I’m grateful for all that I can
do, and for the gift of life that has been
given to me. Sometimes I can’t believe

what I’ve been through, but I realize
now that it has become part of who I
am and what I have to give. Too many
times in my life I tried to make things
the way I thought they should be, despite the fact that, over and over, the
Universe showed me the error in my

ways. My illness was a life-changing
experience that taught me to accept
what is, and to be grateful for all that I
have. And my T’ai Chi Chih practice
showed me that when doubts and
fears creep in, I should let go and “allow the Chi.”

Students bow to the combat class
By Mary Pat George, Tai Chi Chih Instructor, Atascadero, CA
have been teaching Tai Chi Chih
classes in a large fitness center
in Atascadero for many years.
Our class was “assigned” to the
group fitness room and scheduled back-to-back with high impact
and “body combat” classes! Imagine
the beautiful chi created by 10 to 20
people flowing freely in the room for
an hour. Then imagine, while
still grounding the chi and returning
gently to our space, the door slamming open and the next group of fitness enthusiasts bursting in, talking
loudly, pushing our Tai Chi Chih students out of the way -all the while
wearing combat fatigues! The following poem was written by one of my
students as she reflected on the situation.

A Different Species
by Barbara Marysdaughter
my Tai Chi Chih class is followed
by something called cardio-pump
or is it body combat?
body pumpers glare through
the glass in our door
eager to begin punching
they murmur about this Tai Chi
our class is quiet precise
slow-moving peaceful
we lift one heel one wrist
to soft music under dim lights
following the Tai Chi Chih master

Update: Since the writing of this
poem our class has moved to a more
peaceful room. We continue to practice and remember our combatant
friends. Although the interruption of
the peaceful environment that had
been created by our Tai Chi Chih was
frustrating, I always enjoyed watching the combatants walk into the
room and unknowingly walk around
the circle of energy that our class had
created. As I watched, it would sometimes be two or three minutes before
anyone from the next class would
“step into” our peaceful circle! Our
peaceful presence does make a difference in the world!

we step slowly wave arms
breathe deeply at the end of class
hiss forcefully as we exhale
bring hands together and bow
the clock on the wall
allows the combatants to enter
slap bang clatter chatter
my Tai Chi Chih class bows to this
different species
we disappear
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Our Students, Our Selves

Many Dreams Come True
By Meg Costello, S.S. J.
breathing slower/calmer.”
The class participated for two hours.
ecoming an accredited
“It also took my stressful thoughts
teacher of T’ai Chi Chih ® Joy Days later I received in the mail a few
away for the time being.”
reflection papers that I was unaware
Thru Movement is a dream
“The instructor had a calming effect
needed to be written and handed in
come true. Today, five years
as well. . .well spent time.”
after my presentation. Listen to these
later I am experiencing such
The joy of reading these papers constudents...
joy and freedom as I go about teachtinues the joy of TCC in my being. It
“I felt energized after leaving withing, presenting and inviting others to
happens without explanation.
out having a hard workout.”
the same joy. In this article I would
One night I received a phone call out
“I need to direct my energies in
like to share with you some of my joyof the blue from a student inquiring if I
more appropriate ways.”
ous moments.
“Walking to my car, I almost felt like would visit the Art Studio at 8:00 a.m.
A brief background may assist your
on Wednesday morning to share a
I was floating.”
understanding of some of my experipractice with a few people. The pic“This class really made me feel cenences. I am 47 years as a Catholic Reliture enclosed is a
gious woman who has
last-minute maketaught elementary
shift as I was leavschool. I spent 22 years
ing. What I found at
with first grade, a few
the Studio was four
years in second, third
students that reguand eighth before I belarly gathered for
gan to teach adults. I
practice. They had
am a teacher with a
used Justin’s video
physical disability
following as closely
from a dancing accias possible.
dent.
The women
One of my colleagues
wanted me to reinvited me to join her
view their moves
at Georgian Court Colwith them. It was a
lege to present T’ai Chi
pleasure to know
Chih to her students.
that students do
This was a Stress Mancontinue on their
agement Class. As I
own even if they are
awaited the arrival of
Students in the Art Studio: Audrey Johnson, Monica Armstrong (artist),
Virginia Braxton, Barbara Wallace
not just right. “Let
the students I noticed a
Chi be Chi.” Joy
young man in a wheel
shines on each face even though positered.”
chair entering the room. My first
tion is awry. These four women seek
“I felt one with myself.”
thought was how will I include this
to deepen their practice and that is
“My mind was blank and everyyoung man. Gently introducing myimportant. My desire to pass this
thing was natural and fluid.” And
self, I showed him
beautiful movement on drives me to
now the most important remarks. . .
how to move in the
say YES to every offer that comes my
Yes! The young man in the wheel
chair. Class began
way.
chair had this to say: “I was not lookand I fell right into
My teacher was on sabbatical and I
ing forward to the class...”
the delight of teachwas invited to do her Ongoing class.
“The smooth movements made my
ing and presenting.
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in the field under the beautiful sky.
You can imagine my excitement. Yet I
The quiet atmosphere added to the
was concerned that I was not good
softness of the movements. The Monks
enough to continue the work of my
were appreciative to learn a new
own teacher. Again I heard Justin’s
method to still the body and mind.
words, “Let Chi be Chi,” so I began.
My last class had two women with
The class was another joyous experience. I saw a situation
with a student doing
Anchor Taffy. I was unable to verbalize the assistance needed. It took
me a few weeks as I kept
watching until I felt the
shift myself. I was then
able to explain to the
student what was
needed to move
smoothly. What a gift!
T’ai Chi Chih ® Joy Thru
Movement travels with
me wherever I go.
Special students at Emlen School, Phila, PA
During the summer of
2004, the Sisters of St. Jototally different needs. One woman
seph had their General Chapter. This
had lived through a broken neck and
is a week of intense meetings, discusthe other had lost her hand. These
sions, voting and change if necessary.
women were a challenge for me as
Nearly 350 women met every day all
teacher. Both learned and came again
day. Yet there was time and space to
to ongoing classes. Moving from the
practice TCC. Yes, I led a practice evtan t’ien was a source of hope for Sue.
ery morning outside by the flowing
Her body was so stiff, yet once she
fountain. Some women had never
found the solar plexus she learned to
done TCC before but learned a little
move with ease. Gina was unable to
while others renewed their practice.
move her arm so she grounded herself
Each of us energized the larger group
until she found a way to shift the half
as we sent positive energy into each
arm in the right direction, giving her a
new day of our gathering. It was an
freedom that she was unable to exhonor for me to lead the practice for
plain.
such a great group. My joy just keeps
A dream come true continues as I
me going deeper and deeper into the
reach out to any and all that seem insoftness of TCC.
terested in learning about TCC. This is
Autumn brought me another surhow I was invited to Ocean City Pubprise. The Monastery of Pine Wind, a
Buddhist monastery in New Jersey of- lic School gym class. A friend is a subfered me an opportunity to share TCC stitute teacher there and needed a professional person to demonstrate a field
with the Monks. It was a retreat day.
of interest. I presented TCC to two
The schedule offered Yoga in the
classes of young people. One little felmorning and T’ai Chi Chih in the afternoon for those attending. We began low asked me if this would help his
anger and I said let’s wait and see. Afindoors but did our final practice out
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ter the session I asked the young one
how he was feeling. He stated his anger seems quiet. My friend Jane was
reminded by her students the next
day that it was . . . graceful conclusion!
The energy of TCC
travels wherever it is
needed. I am teaching a
special needs class in public school this year. These
little ones have Downs
Syndrome, damaged nervous systems and other
special needs. They are
beautiful and enjoy the energy of TCC. They may not
move with the best style
but the teacher and aids
are learning along with
the students. While teaching the adults I had the
students sit as we encircled them. The energy of our movements stilled the little bodies. The children were quiet, calm and peaceful all
during our practice. This class is so
special. I am floating when I leave the
school. My final experience to share is
at our Earth Center. We have just
opened this center to teach anyone
about our relationship with the Earth
and each other. I will begin a class in
April for children and parents to relieve stress and violence and to empower the children to enjoy peace.
A dream come true being a Teacher
of T’ai Chi Chih ® Joy Thru Movement
continues to awaken within me the
spirituality of interrelatedness. We
are One with each other and with
Mother Earth. Let us make Peace with
one another and
with Mother Earth.
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Gentle correction or harsh criticism?

Quitting smoking

By Lisa Thorburn
hen I was in fourth
grade, my English
teacher spent an entire
week focusing on how
others interpret what we mean by
how we say something. The inflection
or tone of voice transmits as much, if
not more, meaning than the actual
words that are used. Our voices usually rise in pitch at the end of a question. Conversely, “statements” are
usually spoken in a steady tone, with
no rise or fall in pitch. And if we are
sad, the pitch tends to fall at the end of
the sentence.
I remember this so clearly because
my classmates and I were given a
homework assignment where we had
to practice how many different ways
we could say: “Angela is dead.” My
teacher didn’t realize I had a sister
named Angela, and my Mom got more
than a little upset when I kept repeating those words trying to inflect different emotions such as joy, sorrow,
shock, and indifference. Once Mom
knew it was just a homework assignment (and I changed the name I was
using), she was a bit less upset.
However, the lesson stuck with me
all these years. Now, as a T’ai Chi
Chih instructor, I find myself wondering if the suggestions I give to students
on improving their practice are
“gentle corrections” or if perhaps
sometimes, they are perceived as
“harsh criticisms.” When a student
(or teacher candidate) is trying their
hardest, and still is doing the movement wrong, how
we say something is
often the most important aspect of the
correction. Words
spoken with
warmth and caring
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can be perceived by the student in a
positive manner, whereas the same
words, spoken with frustration or
even in just a louder tone of voice, are
perceived as negative criticisms.
So how do we find out just how our
suggested corrections are perceived
by our students? One way is to tape
record a class, then listen to how you
sound. The results are often surprising
and can be quite distressing – just remember to be as kind to yourself during this exercise as you would want to
be with your students. Another way
is to have someone you trust sit in on
one of your classes and provide feedback as to how he or she felt the students perceived you. A third way is to
ask a fellow T’ai Chi Chih instructor to
help you practice giving feedback.
As teachers, we should strive to let
“TEH,” the power of inner sincerity
and integrity, flow softly through us
and out to our students. By letting the
Chi speak through us, our suggestions
will be gentle corrections and not
harsh criticisms.

By Leslie Keith
had just started doing
TCC about six months
before I had a major
thrush infection in my
mouth. It hurt so badly I
couldn’t even eat, so smoking
seemed really silly. The infection in my mouth plus a very
good doctor’s suggestion
made it a good time to quit..
Tai Chi Chih helped to jump
start me as well. I clearly remember that first summer
working in the garden and
thinking I would stop for a
smoke and instead would
stop for a couple of TCC
moves and a glass of water.
The “alternate physical
treat” of drinking water and
doing Tai Chi Chih managed
to successfully take the place
of smoking.

Stress and the incredible power of
T’ai Chi Chih
By Margery Erickson
y second spring T’ai Chi Chih class started in April. I survey the students mentally on the first night of class to see
who may need more attention than others. One woman
seemed to be holding a lot of tension. Her moves were stiff and
awkward. I gave her some extra help after class. The second week
she decided to purchase a video. The next week I watched her. She
was moving much better. At the end of the third class I told her
how much softer she was moving. I could tell she had been practicing and watching the video. She gave me a big smile. Then she told
me that she has a very stressful job. Before going to work each day
she used an electric massager on her neck to help her relax. Since
she has started this class she has not used the massager. She does
T’ai Chi Chih instead.
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A student honors her teacher and
T'ai Chi Chih
received this letter from one of my students, Nancy Hoing. Nancy is a
wonderful and vibrant person and a great student who truly understands
TCC and its benefits. T’ai Chi Chih has truly changed her life.—Ginny
Morgan

T'ai Chi Chih
for ritual
A note to Margery Erikson from one of
her students:
Dear Margery,

Dear Ginny,
Last year I was diagnosed with three hereditary conditions that
produce blood clots. Because amputation or other surgery was not
an option due to the amount of vascular occlusion, my only choice
for life and living was a strict diet regimen and heavy doses of
blood-thinner. My doctors would not allow me to continue my exercise program at the gym. Upon hearing of T’ai Chi Chih from you,
I talked with the medical team about the possibility of my trying it.
The literature educated them on the methodology and the body/
mind impact. All agreed that I could participate.
Participation in your class began over a year ago. I have grown
stronger, lost weight, regained lost balance, and improved my
overall physical condition. The classes, along with a prescribed
drug program, have resulted in less pain in my legs and a reduction of vascular occlusion. Today, I am healthy, strong and confident that I chose the right path. I continue to start almost every
day with T’ai Chi Chih.
Thank you for your patience with this person who was more
likely to lift weights and go like crazy on the treadmill than be
quiet with gentle moves and motions. Thank you, also, for being
my inspiration.

I can’t thank you enough for introducing me to T’ai Chi Chih… I
had been looking for some sort of
personal “ritual” in my life, and
although that may not be an appropriate word for this discipline, still it fulfils that need in
the sense, I believe, that ritual
and form help us to address the
invisibles in our lives… There are
a number of ways, with your
guidance, that this discipline is
adding transformation – I am
surprised and pleased to say the
least.
Sharon Narushoff
Hanover, PA

Best Regards, Nancy Hoing
Albuquerque, NM

A student of
Kathy Starrick
gave her this
photo of an orchid, noting that
its grace and
beauty reminded
her of T'ai Chi
Chih Joy thru
Movement.

T’ai Chi Chih speaks
to a part of me that
doesn’t often get spoken to. —Maryann
Gottdenker, student of
Dorene Krause, Midland
Park, NJ
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Benefits, Benefits, Benefits
By Carmen L. Brocklehurst
n many parts of the US and several other countries, T’ai Chi
Chih is being taught to adults,
children, seniors, the handicapped, and the able-bodied. I
have never known a T’ai Chi Chih
teacher to say that students have to be
a certain height, certain weight, of
particular ethnic background, or of a
specific religious persuasion. Because
we have no restrictions on who can
come to class, I have found myself in
front of classes with a wonderful variety of people.
Some people have come to T’ai Chi
Chih classes out of curiosity; some
come because they are in
pain. Sometimes the pain is physical,
but often it is emotional or
mental. T’ai Chi Chih — without sermonizing, without threatening, without being difficult to do — invites each
person to begin learning at her and his
level.
At our own level we sometimes lose
our balance, we lean (forward or sideways), we over-extend our hand and
leg movements. Sometimes we don’t
pay enough attention and simply do
careless T’ai Chi Chih movements.
Even though we don’t always move
perfectly, we are fortunate to receive
some of the many benefits that T’ai
Chi Chih bestows. We may find
greater awareness, serenity, weight
reduction, improved balance and flexibility, blood pressure control, cre-
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ativity, and more. Teachers continually invite and encourage their students to be more diligent about doing
a careful T’ai Chi Chih practice. It isn’t
just for perfection’s sake; it’s because
deeper benefits can only be enjoyed by
those who give themselves wholeheartedly to their practice.
One T’ai Chi Chih teacher commented with tears in her eyes that she
wished she could have learned T’ai
Chi Chih when she was younger.
What caused her to make such a statement, as it was obvious that she was
having a special inner experience? Her
experience is one many practitioners
have. We come to the conclusion that
many of our problems could have
been avoided if we had just known
T’ai Chi Chih. It is a very freeing experience, one that truly invites us to continually go deeper in our practice, and
as we do, learn how to love and share
the chi.

haron Sirkus writes
that she came upon a
four-page article in the
magazine
rehabmanagement,
March 2005 issue, called Ancient Exercise for Modern Rehab.
The subtitle is Tai Chi Promotes
Wellness and Fitness Among a
Wide Range of Patients.
And, on page 27, there is a
box of information highlighted
with Tai Chi Resources. There
are six listed, and the second
one is T’ai Chi Chih! It says:
Tai Chi Chih,
www.taichichih.org (701) 8547459 or (888) 540-7479.

These poems are all written
by students of Sharon
Sirkus' college class.
(U.M.B.C.)
It
is good
to be here
relaxed no kids
exercise
body
mind
—Stephanie Meier
You
not just
a system
of nerves and bone
but a light
that so
shines
—McKenzie Bowling
Lost
that fear
not knowing
wondering where
you will be
when you
stop
—Megan Jenkins
Clouds
blowing
floating on
large gusts of wind
forming small
drops of
rain
—Frank Hallstrom
I
moonchild
seeing self
for first time true
look upon
smiling
lips
—Angela Carroll
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My Journey
By Dorene Krause
bout three years ago I
was introduced to T’ai
Chi Chih and was quite
intrigued by the
gentle movements
and the philosophy.
This began my journey; now I am an
accredited teacher (November 2004)
and have completed teaching two 8week courses.
While preparing myself and attending many training sessions, I was
touched by those who taught me, encouraged me and were with me on
this journey. The practice of T’ai Chi
Chih has given me an inner peace, enhanced my life and helped me to look
inside myself and smile. As I continue
my journey in T’ai Chi Chih, I realize
the impact it has made on life’s journey for me.
In April I attended a retreat at Stella
Maris in New Jersey and was inspired
to write this poem. Sitting alone on
the beach, my pen began to move easily on the paper. I would like to share
my thoughts with you.
Seeking serenity,
My steps are deliberate, almost urgent.
Yearning the quiet,
I quicken the pace.
Thoughts come and go so fast,
from all directions.
My mind is racing, tumbling.
I need to breathe.
I study the horizon before me
Where water meets sky.
The sun glistens on the water.
I settle in and begin to breathe.
My toes connect
with the rough grains of sand.
I tilt my head back.
My eyes turn upward.

I see an endless expanse of blue sky above.
I breathe and I close my eyes.
I feel the ocean breeze;
it brushes gently across my weary face.
I feel the sun;
it tenderly caresses my face with warmth.
I relax and I breathe.
I smell the comforting salty air.
I breathe again and listen.
I hear the sea gull’s distant cry,
its lonely calling.
I breathe more deeply and
continue to listen.
I hear the rhythm of the waves;
I hear the momentum rise, the power build.
I hear the crash against the shore
then the calm, the peace
as the water is gently pulled away.
I breathe with the rhythm of the waves.
Ah! The possibility exists here, in this place
beside the ocean’s roar,
amidst the sights and sounds.
Much is happening but nothing is
happening.
There is sound, but it is quiet.
My eyes are closed
Yet I see inside myself now.
I listen to my own breathing;
I hear my own voice.
My soul is quiet and peaceful.
My breathing is rhythmic and fulfilling.
I am deep within myself.
My thoughts are in this moment.
I am content to be with me.
Serenity exists.

ome people in our TCC
community don't yet
know that our Guide Sr.
Antonia Cooper is an accomplished artist.
Antonia designed this banner for
the 150th anniversary of the
founding of her motherhouse in
Germany. Its dimensions are 4 x
7.5 feet. Its background is a deep
red color, representing our humanity, and the first chakra, connecting
us to the earth. Each of the elements of the banner have symbolic
meaning and were carefully considered to represent the themes of
the order and its role in the universe. Sr. Antonia's order was
founded in 1855 by Antonie Werr,
who gave its motto "God is Truth"
and its mission to
care for women in
need. —Kathy
Grassel
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Trainings, Intensives, Workshops, Retreats

TCC Intensive in Italy: April 15, 16, 17
By Cristina Minelli

From the top left: Pam Towne, Manuela Moreschi, Agnese Catalani, Angela Stevanin,
Cristina Minelli, Nicola Lupi, Catherine Brieussel, Jean Michel Victoire, Antonella
Arioli, Manuela Breviglieri, Gianluca Bellafante, Loredana Switzer, Ilaria Sighele,
Francesca Malagutti, Scilla Lui. Lower row: Elisabetta Zambelli, Daniela Franciosi,
Annalisa Biasin, Germana De Luca, Maria Luisa Boselli, Stefania Carra, Elena
Terenzoni, Matthieu Brieussel, Francesco Mondini.

n April 15, 16, 17 a workshop was held by Pam
Towne in Italy. For the
first time the Italian
group was joined by
the French group: Catherine
Brieussel, her 17-year-old son
Matthieu Brieussel and one of
Catherine’s best students, Jean
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Michel Victoire. These new acquaintances blended in right away with everybody else. Just as it often happens
in the T’ai Chi Chih world commu-

Matthieu Brieussel, Catherine Brieussel,
Pam Towne and Jean Michel Victoire visiting the “Te” Palace in Mantova

nity, it was like sharing time with old
friends. They also made the whole
group feel like the "European group”
for the first time. Their point of view
on TCC was preciously cherished
by the whole class. Pam’s softness
showed us what we could aim to.
She was very precise in her directions, giving constructive criticism
to the 22 people that attended the
workshop, not letting anybody out.
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TCC presentation in Italy May 28 and 29

Top row from the left: Alessandra Zampieri, Remo Cigolini, Nicola Lupi,
Manuela Moreschi, Ilaria Sighele, Francesca Malagutti, Antonella Arioli, Elena
Terenzoni, Agnese Catalani, Maria Luisa Boselli, Annalisa Biasin.
Lower row: Francesco Mondini, Elisabetta Zambelli, Carla Sacchi (Cristina’s
Mother), Sr. Antonia Cooper, Cristina Minelli, Catherine Brieussel and
Cristina’s children: Filippo and Irene.

n May 28 and 29 the Italian TCC group was blessed by the
visit of Sr. Antonia Cooper. Catherine Brieussel was able to
come back to us, honoring Mantova with her warm and articulated presence. Everybody appreciated Sr. Antonia’s
warm style, her serious commitment to TCC, her feminine
disposition and the level of “softness and continuity” that she applies to
her TCC. What we learned goes far beyond the technical aspects of the
movements. We understood the importance of “being”, instead of just
“knowing”, because what you convey in a presentation is not so much
what you say as what you are. These are only words, a compromise with
the real experience we all went through. I can only add that Sr. Antonia
keeps being a source of inspiration for all of us, since her “flowing from
the center” transformed a little everybody’s form. She is in our hearts.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Coming up!
Sr. Antonia and Cristina Minelli push and
pull at the Arco’s gardens in Mantova

Sr. Antonia Cooper agreed to come back for another
workshop in the spring of 2006. In the following August from the 21st to 26th, Sandy will conduct Europe's
first Teacher Training!
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Fourth Annual Retreat at Silver Beach, NJ April 8-10, 2005
By Margery Erickson. Photos by Margery Erickson and Fran Warren
lear air, cool
breezes, warm
conversation,
healthy food, and
joyful T’ai Chi
Chih practices… Lonnie
Miller’s beach houses provided the perfect opportunity to get away and get in
touch with our T’ai Chi
Chih practice. Lonnie participated in a T’ai Chi Chih
class several years ago.
Later she spoke with Sister
Antonia and offered her
beach houses as a possible
location for retreats.
The schedule included a designated time for solitude – Saturday
from 5:00 pm – 6:00 pm. Isn’t this
what a retreat is all about? Isn’t
this why we drove 4 ½ hours – to
get away and get in touch with our
T’ai Chi Chih practice? Quiet walks
on the beach, alone and journal
writing.
Of course we spent a lot of time
socializing and getting to know one
another better. So many joyful experiences were being shared. By
5:00 pm Saturday I was grateful for
this scheduled solitude time. Some
stayed inside to relax, read, or
write. Others walked outside
on the beach to sink their feet
into the sand and listen to the
ocean waves break on the
shore.
What had
the weekend
brought to
each individual? Before
we left Sunday afternoon
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Dan Pienciak and Thuha Bui knock out a
few tunes.

we were asked to
write down our
thoughts. Here are
some reflections that
were shared.
“This was a
weekend in which the
essence permeates
and will last.” —
Margery Erickson
“Being near the
sea reminded me of
being close to the
source.”
“TCC facing the
Atlantic and surrounded by the love
of other teachers is an experience
filled with peace and gratitude.”
—Sky Young-Wick
“Such retreats and teacher gatherings continue to deepen our understanding and awareness of what
TCC means to me…. and how that
can be passed on to my students.”
—Sr. Antonia Cooper
“Very good idea. It’s nice to discuss and reflect on Justin’s ideas
and viewpoints.”
“Each time we gather like this it is
like coming home to “family”: a
friendly, loving supportive learning environment. No judgments
from anyone, but reinforcing
why we do TCC and helping
to make the practice more
meaningful, and expand our
awareness of the fundamentals of the form.”
“Continuity and
flow makes your movements,
your time alone, and time together continue to flow in the
‘now’.”
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“There was a strong sense of oneness and community, and caring
about how to teach effectively and
reach more people with the gift of T’ai
Chi Chih. The collective chi drew us
into a deeper sense of Being, and the
need for detachment.” —Dan Pienciak
“An outstanding weekend for renewal, improving our form, & camaraderie.”
“A picturesque seaside setting provided by a capable, caring and very
calm hostess, Lonnie Smith, superb organizational planning by Sky YoungWick and Nature’s gift of perfect
Spring weather, all came together to
enhance this year’s TCC Teachers
weekend at Silver Beach, NJ. Thanks
as always to Sister Antonia and Dan
Pienciak for their leadership and
friendship. Special moments were
made.” —Meg Scinto
Sun
Glistens
Ocean Waves
In Harmony
We Move and
Become
ONE
—Meg Scinto

Looks like Antonia and
Dan are sharing Joy Thru
Movement

Intensive at Ringwood, NJ – June 2005
By Dorene Krause. Photos by Dan Pienciek
anxiously looked forward to the Intensive in
Ringwood, NJ, as another opportunity to work with
Sandy McAlister and Dan Pienciak and to spend time
with other teachers and students. The retreat center in
Ringwood is a special place for me as it is where I began
my journey in T’ai Chi Chih. It is like “coming home.” As I
stepped out of my car, I looked around and breathed deeply.
The setting is beautiful - nestled in the middle of Ringwood
State Park. It is peaceful and brings to mind many memories
of learning, forming friendships and deepening my practice.
It is a place of self-discovery and letting go for me. I am
blessed to be part of the T’ai Chi Chih community, and I am
grateful for Sandy and Dan who give so much of themselves.
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Bringing Down the Chi at Ringwood NJ
A Pensively Intensive Journey
By Pat Flynn
ive students and ten accredited teachers gathered together with course host,
Dan Pienciak and teacher
trainer, Sandy McAlister for
the 3rd annual T'ai Chi Chih Intensive
June 15-19. The long weekend seemed
to be both revitalizing and exhausting
for all. Sandy, with her innate ability
to put all at ease, set a balanced tone
for the entire time.
Anyone who has
not experienced the
flowing chi at Mt St
Francis Retreat Center does not know
what they are missing. From the scents
of the flowering
trees and gardens to
the pond filled with
geese who make Mt
St Francis their
home there is an easy
feeling of gentle community even in solitude. As if that isnít
enough, Mt St Francis is located
within Ringwood State Park where
there are mansions to tour, gardens to
stroll and woods to relax in complete
with lakes and reservoirs. Sr Rosemary, our gracious host, is intent on
seeing that everyone is comfortable
and at ease. Chef Tony revels in seeing
that our meals are a delight. He caters
to all of us no matter what our tastes!
Early Thursday morning, Sandy be-
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gan by speaking of such things as slippery spots, the fear of being off balance and “Is it your T ‘ai Chi Chih
practice?” Afterward, the movements
began. The students, intent on getting
everything right, worked themselves to
the bone! The teachers attempted to
relax into the movements aware that
the body already knows how to move;
that it is in the letting go, the flow. However, by Friday afternoon, the stu-

dents began to experience their overload meltdown as did many of the
teachers, including Sandy. With joy
and laughter, Sandy set the stage to
release the tension caused by the
meltdown. Saturday morning
brought that much needed sense of release as students realized that most
everyone had a meltdown of some
sort. Sandy summed it up by saying,
“Look for progress, not perfection.”

Sunday morning’s session was a continuation of that release, where we let
go to let the chi flow from the T’an
Tien out through the body. This Intensive created an overload meltdown
tension that taught us a little more
about releasing - letting go.
The New Jersey Scholarship Fund is
richer thanks to the T-shirt auction
that brought in more money than
what was anticipated. Plenty of
munchies were
set out for late
evening snacks.
Good Karma
books and
tapes, along
with with Tshirts and
scarves were
available for
anyone who
wanted them.
Sr Antonia was
able to be with
us one day and
brought several VCR tapes appropriate for
evening “spiritual entertainment” for
those who welcomed a diversion from
the long days of TCC.
Within the nurturing atmosphere of
Mt St Francis, practitioners of all levels of TCC were able to receive fresh
insights and within sights of T'ai Chi
Chih, Joy thru Movement. Thank you
Justin!
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We have lift off!
By Margo Carpenter, course host
sistance, not
small
only to the “ingroup
of
ner wall” of
happy
Seijaku, but to
Canucks flocked
“Joy, Joy, Joy”,
to Edmonton,
preferring to sit
AB the last
out that compoweekend in
nent out and exApril to join
press their inner
Pam Towne for
joy at their own
Seijaku Teacher
time, on their
Training. Not
own terms. Yes,
even the sudden
we were cerplunge in temtainly a mixed
perature and reflock!
sulting snow
As we
flurries could
made our way
Back row left to right: Cathy Brochu, Lois Broome, Leslie Keith, Monique
dampen our dethrough the
Beneteau, Louise Bureau, Yvette Bowman, Rhonda Gill, Faye Mohr. Front Row:
termination to
weekend we
Margo
Carpenter,
host,
Byron
Gill,
Pam
Towne,
Garret
Tayler
(auditor),
Chery
rev up our TCC
shared our indiAnn Hoffmeyer (auditor)
practice
vidual experithrough this
ences of the
wonderful opportunity to learn
massages, the Jing, and the meditatraining. Faye expressed an initial difSeijaku here in Alberta. We all gathficulty with “Bird Flaps Its Wings”,
tions above all else. One or two revered for the same reasons—to learn
feeling it was something of a hurdle at
eled in the exhilaration of working
the advanced TCC form and expand
the beginning but once managed it
with resistance and the powerful foour knowledge and relationship with
was smooth sailing from then on. Becus, both mental and physical, that
the Chi, thus reaping the benefits for
fore long it was clear that “Bird Flaps
this created. There were those who
our personal and teaching practices.
Its Wings” had woven its way
saw parts of themselves and their reWhat we came away with was unique actions to life as if for the first time,
through the fabric of our experiences
to each of us, but collectively we
and right into our Seijaku training.
bringing both gratitude and possibly
soared to higher levels of attunement
a tinge of heartache. Still others felt re- Byron confided, “Doing “Bird Flaps Its
with the Chi and each other.
Wings” is the best way to get to the
I believe we all discovered new ashead of a line.” Leslie admitted to her
pects of ourselves and our relationhusband commenting: “Looks nice,
ship to our old friend “Chi”. For some
but I don’t think you’ll get off the
there was the discovery of the diffiground” while she practiced the
culty in letting go. Like a bubble permovement. We
colating up from the depths and
shared a few good
breaking the surface with a bit of a
laughs at “Bird’s”
“pop”, it took some by surprise. Othexpense. When the
ers saw the continual process of resisdiscussion turned to
tance and letting go – soft followed by
our vision for TCC
Pam
and
Maxime
Wan.
Maxime,
long
hard followed by soft - as a metaphor
in Canada and how
time TCC teacher from Edmonton, drops in
for life. Some enjoyed the tonings and
we could help
on the Seijaku training.
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spread TCC across our vast land we
thought of Denise Cirino in Montreal
and her struggle to teach TCC without
the aid of a French language video or
photo text for her strictly
Francophone students. Naturally this
led us to speculate on what the movements would be called in French. Once
again “Bird Flaps Its Wings” raised its
head and “L’Oiseau qui Flappe” – our
collective translation – took flight and
refused to touch down.
We further explored the idea of
helping more TCC students from
across Canada get to teacher training
and quickly and effortlessly found
ourselves establishing a Canadian
Teacher Training Fund by passing
around a basket and collecting $180 in
donations. Byron volunteered to
hand-make a willow basket to hold
uniquely Canadian items that could
be taken to the TCC conference where
they could be used in a “thank you”
drawing for anyone from the greater
TCC community making a donation to
the fund. Our birdbrains ran in overdrive as we thought of more and more
great Canadian items to add to the
basket.
All too quickly our weekend drew to
a close. As we prepared to make our
way back to our homes and families
we realized that not only had we experienced holding fast and letting go,
but the joy of giving and receiving as
well—giving of our time, money and
energy to further the T’ai Chi Chih
community across Canada, and the
joy of experiencing new depths to our
TCC practice by receiving the gift of
Seijaku. And for my part, I can say
that I truly feel that TCC has taken
flight in Canada. Yes,
we have lift off…. the
Canada goose is
soaring!
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Canada post-Seijaku feedback
Monique: I appreciated the
chance to reconnect with teachers from accreditation.
Having moved
to a province
and community
where I’m on
my own, the
chance to practice in a group
again was welcome. I will take
back the lessons
from the Seijaku
training and
work/play with
it. I especially like the massages and
tonings and will be sure to share them
with my students.
Leslie: Sunday a.m. and I feel really,
really good. In yesterday’s practice before supper I felt really out of it. The
instruction was excellent. Saturday
night session was a little long, but I realized it was worthwhile.
Rhonda: Thank you for a great weekend. I discussed how resistance plays
into every aspect of my life, but once
the awareness is made, I can progress
and improve in my TCC and Seijaku
practices and life. It was great to feel
the heightened level of chi. To be able
to continue to soften more is a wonderful feeling.
Yvette: I was pleased to finally have
the opportunity to experience Seijaku
training, especially here in Canada. It
was good to reconnect with TCC
teachers from outside Canada. Many
thanks, Margo, for working the magic
to make this happen this spring.
Lois: Thank you for the experience of
this weekend. I discovered resistances
that I didn’t realize I had or how
strong some were already instilled.

The letting go was fantastic. We were
all able to laugh together and enjoy
the moment and almost think as a
whole. I am leaving this weekend with
a new way of dealing with my life and
its lessons.
Chery Ann: It was wonderful to audit
with another instructor—new perspectives, great learnings. I’m re-energized and motivated to integrate
Seijaku into my everyday practice. It
was great to reconnect with our TCC
group. Thanks, Margo, for organizing
this.
Byron: Thank you, Pam. You are a
very gifted instructor. You put people
at ease with a love that is so immense.
The metaphor of resistance and softness in life and Seijaku was very enlightening. The feeling of resistance allowed the feeling of softness to intensify and become more manifested
within me. The softness has become so
absolutely soft. As Ed shared at accreditation, the chi will take you to
places that you never thought of. This
has certainly been the case this weekend. What a ride! My practice has and
will become more intense with more
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practice. As in life, growth is more important than perfection.
Cathy: Some patterns of thinking are
becoming clearer; I was able to work
through my dilemma quite easily
with Pam’s help. I have been more
able to see my resistances—a very interesting way to discover them. The
group has been great; we’ve grown
quite a bit closer. I like the brainstorming as it gives me new ideas and
enthusiasm to get more classes going.
The main thing has been the concentration required to be able to get all
the parts doing what they are supposed to do, allowing a sharp focus.
Louise: I have discovered another aspect to my lifelong practice of TCC
through Seijaku, which I can see will
be a lifelong practice in itself. This
came for me, as always, at the right
time, opening up possibilities for
pushing through resistance in myself
into softness. I can see many parallels
for my life and work. I am grateful to
be able to take Seijaku so close to my
own home.

Seijaku weekend
By Lois Broome, Carrot Creek, AB
would like to take this opportunity to thank all who were involved in the planning of the
Seijaku Training that took place
at the Providence Centre in
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada on the
weekend of April 29 - May 1. It was a
very enjoyable weekend. Pam gave us
a lot of information to digest and put
into practice. We had much relaxing
fun as well. It was like a walk in the
park compared to my recent Teacher
Training, which I am putting to wonderful use. It is definitely a challenge
to keep up with all the presentations,
classes and my day job. But that’s a
whole different story. I am certainly
looking forward to the Seijaku Refresher. Thank you Margo for all your
hard work to put this together and
make it happen. Thank you Pam for all
the efforts you put into being able to
come to Canada to teach it to us. It is
greatly appreciated. Last but not
least, a huge
thank you to Justin for putting the
package together
with T’ai Chi Chih
in the first place,
and presenting it
to everyone so we
may learn it and
benefit from it as
well.

Byron Gill and Pam look good together inside that frame.

Faye Mohr, Cathy Brochu, Monique Beneteau
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Going Deeper into the Wellspring of Joy
TCC LA Workshop June 18, 2005
By Roberta Taggart, TCC Teacher, Course Host, Redondo Beach, CA
he
weather
was gorgeous at
the
coast-side campus
of Loyola
Marymount University (LMU) in
Los Angeles where
24 participants
gathered in the
Burns Recreation
Center to participate in a one-day
workshop facilitated by Teacher
Trainer, Pam
Towne. Of the 24
present, 10 identified themselves as wanting to become
T’ai Chi Chih ® teachers. In addition,
there were five accredited TCC teachers attending. The other participants
were serious students/practitioners.
All came to learn more, deepen their
practice and meet their fellow practitioners from Northern, Central and
Southern California.
The day began with a TCC practice
of six repetitions; the day ended in the
same way with a TCC practice of 9
repetitions. The difference between the
morning and afternoon practice was
notable. During the final practice the
softness and flow was evident as well
as the focus at the soles of the feet. The
day-long focus on
the principles of TCC
and the refinement
of movements produced observable results as Pam facilitated the workshop,
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fielding questions and imbuing participants with the knowledge of Justin
Stone’s wisdom and his understanding as the originator of the movements
of TCC. Participants were encouraged
to partner and learn from each other
during the afternoon – teachers with
teachers and students with students,
to sharpen observation skills and
learn to provide feedback to each
other. These skills are necessary to acquire as one progresses along the road
to becoming a teacher.
Gordon Dilger (Oxnard) wrote,
“Having the opportunity to spend a
whole day practicing among a group
of devoted TCC people allowed me to
focus on my practice as I never have
before. We had the time and Pam had
the patience and insight to allow us
(me, in particular) the chance to make
those subtle changes that improve our
practice. I feel like I accomplished

much more than I
would have in the
equivalent time in
my ongoing
class.”
Sunshine and a
comfortable coastside breeze, allowed us to eat
outside, taking in
fresh air and food
to nourish the
body. The morning had already
been spent nourishing body, mind
and spirit with
TCC. After lunch,
Pam discussed
further how to observe students and self to be able to
discern and effect a correction. Host
Roberta Taggart talked about the
Good Karma materials available at
the workshop, mentioning that
Justin’s video is now available on
DVD. Many students and teachers appreciate this option which is fast becoming the preferred media choice for
viewers. It’s lightweight, compact and
can be played on computers, giving it
greater viability for usage. The new
CD format for Justin Stone Speaks on
T’ai Chi Chih also debuted.
During the afternoon of refinement
and practice, participants were attentive and moved more deeply into their
refinement process. The final practice
was soft, fluid, rhythmic, focused and
the group moved as one with the chi.
This group of practitioners, many
who did not know each other before
the day began, were rapidly beginning to build friendships cemented by
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the common bond of TCC.
Practitioner Steve Gahbhir (Newport Beach) wrote, “This was a great
workshop full of love. Pam is a very
calming personality. She did a wonderful job of bringing out the finer
points and technique which was easy
to understand.”
Helping the day flow smoothly was
a team of 3 teachers: John Taggart
(Redondo Beach), Janelle Taggart (San
Jose), and Kate Hollister (Hermosa
Beach). Two Teacher Candidates also
assisted: Jerry Bumbalough
(Greenfield) and Greg Callaghan (Los
Angeles) who is celebrating 6 months
of freedom since his release from
Avenal Prison. Judy Tretheway, well
known for her role in establishing
TCC programs in the Folsom and
Avenal prison systems, traveled from
Sacramento to spend the day with
Greg, who she taught to do TCC while
he was in prison. It was a joyful reunion for these two friends. TCC
Teacher Jan Kovac wrote, “I liked …
being greeted by Judy and Greg.” Of
the overall experience she said, “The
day was well planned and one of the
easiest, most loving times I’ve experienced.”
Justin Stone says, “The very nature
of Reality is Joy.” We could feel Justin’s
presence in the day-long experience of
this workshop during which Pam
gave us the opportunity to go deeper
into this wellspring of joy we have
come to know intimately in our practice.
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The Lighter Side

Sr. Antonia Cooper unsuccessfully trying to disguise herself as a regular inconspicuous Italian church guardian.
In Italy, during her three-day intensive, Sandy kept referring to the importance of the knees. She talked about
the role of this body part in almost every movement. In the final day
Agnese, one of my students who
speaks some English and was trying
to guess the meaning of Sandy’s
words , asked (in Italian): "Excuse me,
for three whole days I have been hearing Sandy talking about a girl who is
not among us: Who in the world is
this Denise? —Cristina Minelli, Italy
In Italy, during her three-day intensive, one day Pam got close to me and
said: “Please notice that student. She
is totally out of synch.” I answered
puzzled: “She is in this room like everybody else! Why should she be in a
sink?” —Cristina Minelli, Italy
During Holy Week, it seemed lots of
people were uncharacteristically
cranky, even among the students! Perhaps it was the full moon, but fangs
were sharper and claws were longer! I
open and close my classes with the
Namaste Bow, with everyone turning
and bowing to each other at the end of
class. One lady annoyingly swiped the
arm of a male student, saying, “You
didn’t Namaste me!” Where did I go
wrong?! — Sher Dano, Surprise, AZ

As everyone entered the room at the
retirement center to get ready for TCC
class, Lydia said, “Where are the
men?” (The class is mostly women,
but there are a few men). After a few
minutes passed, it was time to get
started for class. As always, I walked
over to the switch to dim the overhead light. I jokingly said, “It’s time to
get romantic,” and Lydia enthusiastically said, “I repeat, where are the
men?!” —Sharon Sirkus
One day during class, I was talking a
little bit about the chi. I said chi is the
life force, it is what makes things
grow. Elijah then rubbed his balding
head, and said, “Then I need more
chi.” —Sharon Sirkus
During seated TCC, I emphasized
shifting from the center, forward and
back. Bill, who likes to joke around,
got me really good. He pressed a button on his fancy electric wheelchair
that took him all the way back to a supine position! And then again forward, laughing at my surprise. Well,
that certainly put a new spin on “joy
thru movement!”—Sharon Sirkus
It was the last class before a month
break. My parting comment to one of
my long time students, who readily
acknowledges that his practice could
be slower, was “Slow Down, you
move too fast.” To which the rest of
his classmates responding (singing to
the tune by Simon & Garfunkel) “You
got to make the movements last now,
stepping out with
the Chi, oh so soft
and feeling groovy.”
We all started
laughing and he
promised to try and
go a bit slower. —
Lisa A. Thorburn, CA
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Staying Connected

Seijaku/Meditation Retreat in October
By Judy Hendricks
eijaku practice… I try to remember when was the last
time I did Seijaku. I think it
was a few weeks ago. I do enjoy my Seijaku practice but I
seem to not do it that often. I get in the
habit of always doing my TCC practice. Retreats are great for helping one
to go deeper and to reconnect. The
Seijaku/Meditation Retreat will be a
wonderful opportunity to experience
and learn more about Seijaku and
Meditation. Both the novice and experienced meditators are encouraged to
attend. Justin Stone may also be there

to share with us.
The Seijaku/Meditation Retreat will
be held on October 13-16, 2005 at the
Madonna Center in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. The retreat will begin
Thursday evening at 8:00 pm and will
conclude on Sunday after lunch. The
Madonna Center is located high on the
riverbank overlooking the Rio Grande.
Please join us to experience your serenity. Carmen Brocklehurst will be
leading this retreat. The co-hosts are
Judy Hendricks (505-897-3810), email
is mhendricks32@comcast.net, and

Marilyn Irvin (505-293-0968),
mpkig@aol.com. The event is sponsored by the T’ai Chi Chih Association. Cost for a double room with a
communal bath is $235; private bath
is $260. If you prefer a single-occupancy room with a communal bath,
the cost is $285; private bath is $335.
Costs are per person. Please contact
one of us to reserve your spot. We can
also arrange transportation to and
from the airport. We look forward to
sharing the Chi with you.

Teachers Retreat Feb 2006
By Athene Mantle

Japanese Lantern at Mercy Center
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nce again, the Bay Area
TCC teachers have the
good fortune to be hosting a teacher’s retreat.
This time, however, we
meet under the oak
trees instead of the
redwoods and right
in the heart of the
San Francisco Bay
Area. The tranquil
setting of the Mercy

Center with its peaceful grounds and
beautiful gardens offers us the perfect
spot to join with Sr. Antonia in
“Flowing Softly from the Center” (the
retreat theme).
Sr. Antonia Cooper, the Guide of
T’ai Chi Chih, seems as excited about
leading the retreat as we are about
having this opportunity to work
closely with her and share her insights into TCC. Flowing softly from
our center may take on new dimensions for each of us as Sr. Antonia
promises “to explore who we are in
relation to the T’ai Chi Chih form and
how it evolves as we continue to practice”. As a highlight, she will touch on
the spiritual aspects of TCC based on
Justin Stone’s writings. Be prepared
for an intriguing weekend as Sr.
Antonia starts us off Friday with a
viewing of the movie “What the Bleep
Do We Know?” for our late night en-

tertainment (optional of course).
The dates are February 3-5, 2006.
The gardens, the grounds peaceful
trail, and the labyrinth all lend themselves to an inner focus. The rooms are
single occupancy to further the retreat
atmosphere. A long time leader in
East-West Meditation, you’ll enjoy the
Mercy Center’s special meditation
room. The meals are seasonally fresh
and nutritious. The fee is $270 per person and includes the room and all the
meals. The SF airport and BART are
very close by. Space is limited. Go to
www.mercy-center.org for a look-see.
For any questions or information
contact Athene Mantle at
chigoddess@hotmail.com or call 510/
886-3829. All correspondence and
checks should be sent to Athene
Mantle, P.O. Box 34, Hayward, CA
94543.
See you in February 2006!
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Contacts

Guide
Sr. Antonia Cooper, OSF
641 Somerset Street
North Plainfield, NJ 07060-4909
(908) 370-3616
E-mail: AntoniaTCC9@aol.com

Originator
Justin Stone
P.O. Box 23212
Albuquerque, NM 87192-1212

Outreach Coordinator

Subscribe to the Vital Force
Thank you for your interest in the Vital Force Journal. By subscribing, you will
receive four issues of the Vital Force every year. By popular demand, and for
consistency, all subscribers now will receive The Vital Force by First Class delivery, thus adding slightly to the cost of subscription for those who opted to
receive the VFJ via bulk mail. Also by popular demand, we will continue to
provide a hard-copy version of the Teachers Directory. A printable version
of the Directory also will be available for free on the T’ai Chi Chih website
and accessible to web visitors desiring to locate a teacher in their area. If you
are a teacher, you will be included in the Teachers Directory. Please let us
know if you do NOT want to be in the Directory.
If you have questions, please email Victor at vfjmembership@yahoo.com.
Contact Information
Name: _________________________________________

Lorraine Lepine
Tel: 913-239-9636
Email: thevitalforce2@yahoo.com

Address: _______________________________________

Subscription Coordinator

Phone: ___________________

James Hecker
PO Box 23068
Albuquerque, NM 87192-1068
vfjmembership@yahoo.com

Teacher Accreditation Information

Teacher Trainers
Pam Towne
356 Orwell Ln.
Encinitas, CA 92024
(760) 944-9544
E-mail: pamtowne@sbcglobal.net
Sandy McAlister
24835 Second St.
Hayward, CA 94541
(510) 582-2238
E-mail: mcalister19@comcast.net

VFJ Editor
Kathy Grassel
510 Edith SE
Albuquerque, NM 87102
k_grassel@yahoo.com

Web Mistress
Lisa Thorburn
www.taichichih.org

City, State, Zip __________________________________
Email: _____________________________

Date you were accredited as a T’ai Chi Chih Teacher: ______________
Date you were accredited as a Seijaku Teacher:
_______________
Name of the teacher who taught you T’ai Chi Chih: ____________________
Vital Force Subscription Information
( ) I DO NOT want to be listed in the Teachers Directory or the Website.
Delivery in the U.S.
Delivery outside of the U.S.
Donation for VFJ Outreach or
to help others subscribe to the VFJ
Teacher Directory $5
Total amount enclosed

_____ years @ $30/year $ _____
_____ years @ $40/year $ _____
$ _____
$ _____
$ _____

Make a check or money order payable
to: The Vital Force Journal, and send
to: PO Box 23068
Albuquerque, NM 87192-1068
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Calendar
Dates

Activity

August 7-9, 2005, following the Conference

Seijaku Teacher Training
w/ Pam Towne
Fee: $300, $25 for auditors
20 places for first time students; 10 places for auditors

September 10, 2005

TCC Workshop
w/ Sr. Antonia Coope
$35 Both Workshops $60.00

Location
Albuquerque,
NM, at the T'ai
Chi Chih Center

***For all Intensives: $100 for reviewers if space is available.

Contact
Becky Busching
rebeccabusching
@hotmail.com
(505) 286 2903

Lubbock, TX

Nancy Beck
PO Box 94664,
Lubbock, TX 79493-4664
warpweav@nts-online.com
806-799-6603

Lubbock, TX

Nancy Beck
PO Box 94664
Lubbock, TX 79493-4664
warpweav@nts-online.com
806-799-6603

September 11, 2005

Going Deeper with TCC
w/ Sr. Antonia Cooper
$35 Both Workshops $60.00

September 12 -17,
2005

Teacher Training
w/ Pam Towne.
Fee $450 US,
Auditors $10 Can/day.

Edmonton
Alberta,
Canada.

Margo Carpenter
780-434-9433
joythrumovement@littlefish.ca

September 30- October
2, 2005

TCC Retreat
w/Pam Towne Fee: $250
Includes room and board from
Friday eve w/ meal
through Sunday noon w/ meal.

Plymouth Bluff
Environmental
Conference
Center, Columbus, Miss.

Ron Richardson
2331 Quail Creek Rd.
Tupelo, MS 38801
ron_richardson@comcast.net
662-844-6473

October 23,2005

TCC Teacher Renewal Day
w/ Pam Towne
Fee: $50 including lunch

Ringwood, NJ

Daniel Pienciak
PO Box 122, Ocean Grove, NJ 07756
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732/988-5865

TCC Teacher Training
w/Pam Towne
Tuition: $450
Room and Board: $ 85 ( 7
nights and 21 meals)

Ringwood, NJ

Daniel Pienciak
PO Box 122, Ocean
Grove, NJ 07756
wakeupdaniel@aol.com
732/988-5865

October 25
- 30.
2005
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Dates

Activity

Location

Contact

February 3 - 5, 2006

T’ai Chi Chih Retreat
for Teachers
“Flowing Softly From the Center” w/ Sr. Antonia Cooper
$270 per person includes single
occupancy room and all meals.
Space is limited.

San Francisco
Bay Area,
Mercy Center
Burlingame, Ca
www.mercycenter.org

Athene Mantle
P.O. Box 34
Hayward Ca 94543
510/ 886-3829
chigoddess@hotmail.com

Feb. 7 - 10, 2006

TCC Retreat
w/ Sr. Antonia Cooper
$335 per person includes
meals & double room
$385 per person includes
meals & single room

Mt. Calvary
Retreat House
Santa Barbara,
CA

Pam Towne
pamtowne@sbcglobal.net
760-944-9544

April 20 - 23, 2006

A Renewal in the Desert
T’ai Chi Chih Retreat
for Students and Teachers
w/ Pam Towne
$395.00 per person. Includes extra large room, double occupancy and all meals. Space is
limited.

Spirit in the
Desert Retreat
Center
CarefreeScottsdale, AZ

Robin Spencer
602.263.5013 extension 107
5510 North Central Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85012
robin@fumcphx.org
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Sr. Antonia and Catherine Brieussel practice Daughter on the Mountaintop in front of the Mantova skyline.

The Vital Force Journal
PO Box 23068
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